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Abortion 
money 
raised 
t TORONTO CP " -- 
Supporters of Dr. Henry 
M0rgentaler's Toronto 
abortion clinic believe they 
have raised enough money 
to replace quipment seized 
in a police.rald on theclinic 
last TueSday. 
But despite the success of 
the fundraislng effort, the 
new equipment wou't be 
purchased until,the .three. 
doctors charged as a result 
: of the raid decide whether to 
return to the clinic, 
: spokesman .Judy. Reblck 
'said. 
• .Morgentaler. and two 
associates, Dr. Robert Scott 
`and Dr'. Leslie Smoling, face 
" charges 'of conspiracy to 
procure a mlscarrlnge~ the 
wox:ding, • used in the 
Criminal Code section on 
nbertinn ~. Scott and Smoling 
• also face: : charges of 
i ! procuring a ! miscarrlage. --  
~. Th~ ihr~. were released 
~- '~ • u : :  • - , . . .  • 
_ . - . - ' . ,  
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Svrtrider ?~/alhotra the plants opened,  with two shifts 
total l ing 90Workers.  West F rasers '  ob[ecf lve/s  to go into 
time, so they basically ignored 1~em until they could gather 
more information . . . .  " " "" 
For those restaurants that were open that night until past 
~ "midnight and tried to put the new tax into effect it was . 
something ofa nightmare. Do you charge the seven per 
cent on meals erved before midnight but not paid for until 
after? Or do you only charge the tax on meals that were 
served after the deadline? If ameal was ordered at 1!:59 
p.m. that became a whble other problem..The matter was 
so confusing that individual managers were coming up with 
their own solutions. Which means depending upon' the 
managers, customers who 'ordered the same, meal In 
separate establishments were i~aying different prices when 
it became time to go to the cashrngister. 
With those managers Who tried to obey the new rules, the 
bookkeeping problem immt~llat~ifollowed. After they 
rung off the Cash registers and got 'nil their bills together, 
they were suddenly faced with a 32-day July. The week 
now had two Thursdays hiit, a pre~tax Thurs4ay and a post- 
tax Thursday. When it comes time to audit heir books the 
accountants should have a field daywiththesituatlon. 
Then there was the confusion bVer. when the new tax was 
payable. At first some thought i was I/idividually. So ff two 
people were sitting at the same:table, one ordering a $12 
dollar meal and the other, only havingcoffea, some outlets 
• charged tax on the $12 meal.. La i r  it •was discovered by 
some managers the tax was to be averaged out between the 
customers atthe table. So the next day the same two people 
could order the same meal and ifthe pr i~ of coffee was 50 
cents, the totalbill wouldhe $12.50, but divided by two the 
food cost per person hecomes nnly $6.25 which is under the'. 
$7 starting point for taxes. 
In Terrace this actually happened to some customers who 
then got angry, with the managers who were only trying to 
do their jobs as best they could.. " ' 
The $7 starting point is totally co.truing to resta,urant 
managers. Noone understanda where that amount comes 
from. Nor can they undertand why a n~eal costing ~,99 is 
not taxed at all, while one crating $7.01 is taxed. And not 
just on the amount over the $7, but the whole amount, 
Those food outlets offering take-out service say the 
Friday on $ ,000 bail ~ch, difference in their cost of.takeout out orders and eat in 
but the hail wlll"be appealed today  w i th  the open ing  of  Ter race 's  Skeena Mi l l  
' ~laler;this.w~ek, The .Crown under  the  new owners .  Accord ing  to IWA spokesman fu l l  pP.oduct~on today, mov ing  375,000 board  feet  per  shi f t ,  orders is marginal, therefore, they can't dnderstand wby 
• .,.. ~.- the government chose to tax une'and not the other..,. 
ls~ seeking to have the " ' • . "~.~ " , . Trying to get the new' computer cash/registers 
/ doe to~."~d~'d~.ffd not': tO " ' , _ _  " " • • • ",~-i. . ' reprogrammed isn't easy either. Tl~erejust,a'~en'tenough 
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"We've had calls, from 
several doctors in the city 
and from outside-, areas 
offering to wor k at the clinic 
and perform abortions," 
she said• 
"We intend to provide full 
abortion services at the 
clinic as quickly as possible, 
probably in the next. couple 
of Weeks." 
Rebick said the doctors 
are "well aware that they 
risk being arrested just like 
Dr. Morgentaler. '' 
In (he meantime, the 
month old clinic will be 
open . for referrals and 
counselling. 
While clinic supporters 
worked at fundraising and 
finding doctors, a U.S. 
psychologist added impetus 
to the abortion controversy 
during the weekend when he. 
said unborn children have a 
"conscious pirit." 
"There are meaningful 
signs that you're dealing 
with a real Euman being in 
there," .said David 
Chamberlain, chief clinical 
psychologist a  San Diego,s 
Anxiety Treatment Centre. 
"Widen ~..we're talking 
about a fetun, we're really. 
talking about a Spirit that" 
does not yet haves body,'.' 
said Chamberlain, in 
Toronto to attend a 
conference on prenatal 
psychology. "We", just 
• assume a person has to have 
a body to he a person," 
• But Chamberlain sald he 
was not opposed to abortion 
under most conditions. 
Those who consider,, 
abortion to be murder are 
"talking about a false 
idea." 
"Spirits cannot be killed 
- the creator has,put ' hat 
actheyond our reach,'" he 
said. 
"Some people talk as if 
~ve'~'e always doing the baby 
a favor to force it to live~ 
under the worst 
conditions," he said, 
referring to children born to.' 
teenagers or b~k~n 
families. 
town marketplace, called to prevent a clash whore Moslems came to 
A spokesman 'fo~; the between Jewish and Arab recite prayers for the Eid 
military command' said worshippers early today in ul-Fitr festival which marks 
Health care to be cut 
. . - " 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  As Association say~ it has not These charges are banned 
/tort of its over-all cost- yet had time to absorb what 
cutting bid, the provincial the bill really means. It has 
government is laying the set up a committee of 
groundw0rk'for three kinds doctors and lawyers, to 
-o f  medical care for B.C, fathom it out. 
residents. Under the new 'bill, the 
The provincial cabinet will continue to 
• government has said have the last word of what 
repeatedly that it wants to doctors will he paid for" 
cut costs of all kinds and has various services, ranging 
poInted to the whole heal,th from office visits to a fam.ily 
system as a major expense physician to sophisticated 
for government and surgery. " 
taxpayers.' In practice, ,the,fees are 
In one of a blizzard of bills set in negotiations between 
intrnduced budget day last the medical services 
Thursday, the government commission and the BCMA, 
has " given itself new but those fees have to have 
opportunities to cut hd~lth cabinet appi'oval. 
care costs; The commission can vary 
Und~ the B.C. move, the the fees for the same 
three.t~es b f car~( a re :  services performed. *by 
--  One in which" patients' different doctors or 
• bills will be paid as now by different classes of doctors. 
the province's •medical. Another factor is what 
services plan! (MSP). The will happen in the next 
patients will be l.imited to  round 
medical practitioners who between 
agree to , :  , accept 
government-set tees 
- - -  Another hi-)'which 
patients will pay p~yt of the 
~St.They will be able.~d go 
to doctors charging., more 
• than the "gOvernment" fees 
• in the new. bill, but only for 
doctors - who : : receive 
payment directly, from the 
medical services plan. 
The third type of doctors 
is crea[e d by powers given 
to cabinet to limit the 
number of medical 
practitioners in any given 
area. This limit is applied 
by refusing ,MSP billing 
numbers, without-which a
doctor .~ cannot receive 
payments from the plan. 
The new.power, together 
with otherProvisions of the 
bill, means-that patients 
who go to a doctol" withou( a
billing numbe r also cannot 
get reimbursement. from 
MSP, even though they have 
paid their premiums. 
The bill allows for private 
insurance schemes to he set 
.up to cover all or part of 
these fees providing the 
health ministei" gives his 
consent. 
BCMA president, Dr. 
Duncan McPherson said 
Sunday he wonders "why the 
new bill was introduced. 
"'This professinn goes a 
long• way back in looking 
after the medical needs of 
for their ,services. 
- -  A third in which 
patients will pay the entire 
fee, with no money.back at 
all from, the Universal. 
guvurument-run medical 
insurance scheme but 
possibly with the ~ld of 
• some private iimuranee 
scheme, They will be able to 
go to doctors who 'are 
practising ~tire)y~ OutMde 
medicare. 
NDP health critic F_Jllen 
Daftly (BUrnaby .. North) 
said the bill "will give :ius 
two. -- maybe thre~..-- 
classes --Of, doCtOrs _~and 
patients. It's an •attack on 
the universality '.~: of 
,medicare. I '  know the 
majoritY of peopl e in B.C, 
want ~e medical system as 
we know it. The NDP will 
fight this.to the bitter end, 
The ~B.C.  Medical " 
of negotiations. 
the commission. 
and.•the BCMA over fees 
generally, due in 'abo~u-t-a 
year's time, 
In 1981, many doctoral.; 
.were unhappy ~th  what 
they were being offered and 
threatened to extra or 
the people'of this province," 
said McPherson. "It goes 
back to the time before 
medical insurance. 
.We've watched " th,~ 
development of a scheme 
we all felt satisfied w i th -  
except for some changes. 
What we've got now is a 
totally new scheme which 
has been sprung on us by 
surprise°" 
balance bill their patients. 
Extra or balance billing Is a 
system in which the doctor 
recefi/cs theset fee from the 
medical services plan, but 
also makes a further charge 
to his patint. 
At that time, Health 
Minister Jim Nielsen 
pushed, a bill banning Such 
.extra charges through the 
I~ature, 
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The curfe(v in Hebron plans to restore the Jewish 
applied, only to Arab" presence inHebron. 
residents of the town. Jews Tbe previous : Jewish 
living in the Jewish quarter iommunRy in Hebron was 
of the ancient community, d!spersed after Arabs 
and in the 'outlying Jewish massacred 70 Jews there in 
quarter of Kiryat. Arba, 1929 in what was then 
• were allowed :. to free Palestine. 
• movement in the silent .After Isrsel.ca~p.tured the
streets.": ' West Bank .from Jordan in 
• Meanw~hil:e, .R ivd l  1967, a Jewish .settleme'ht 
Christidq" :and Druse- was founded adjacent to the 
M~iem militias exchanged Arabcity. But Some Jewish 
shellfire in the'Shout  militants eccupied buildings 
Mountains outside •Beirut inside the city, heightening 
during thenight and Soviet- tensions with the Arabs. 
made Grad rockets crashed 
onto several vfl-lages, press Deputy Premier David 
reports .in Beirut said., Levy said after the cabinet 
In another development, session that he government 
the .Israeli army has begun would implement its March, 
a "trial run" for future !980, decision to revive 
troop pullb0cks in Lebanon, Hebron's Jewish :quarter. 
sources sa'id, while the Natshe was firedby Maj.- 
Israeli cabinet' has decided Gen. Uri err, the Israeli 
to increase the Jewish commander in the West 
presence in Hebron. Bank,. for allegedly 
Theeabinet spent much of contributing to the 
its. ' Sunday meeting atmosphere ofviolence dmt 
discussing new outbreaks ~)f'~ led tO the student's slaying. 
Arab.Jewish violence in the 
West Bank. Jewish settlers in the area 
P , r lme • M in is te r  had demanded a new 
Menachom Begin rejected a security policy, saying anti- 
request by Jewish settlers Israeli attacks were 
that they be allowed to form increasing. 
Strikes demanded 
i i  
f 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) ~ An official of the Canadian 
Uniolt.of Public Employees has suggested a general strike 
of all unions in B.C. in retaliation against what he calls the 
"sucker budget" brought down last weak by Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis. 
• Bob MacRae of Penticton, president of CUPE's 
0kanagan-Mainline district council, said the budget came 
as no surprise to union officials, adding that {t is apparent 
Social Credit was returned to power on a "s0cker vote." 
MaeRae said it Is a'tragedy that people'who voted in good 
faith for stable government now face loss of jobs, high rents 
and taxes and other .cutbacks. 
He said union members will suffer as well as business and 
elderly people, and thousands of others will suffer because... 
of health cutbacks. 
, ~ '. 
i 
WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN USEDwlLL  DO! 
Do you want parts to fix up your car but your budget 
won'| allow it? Beat the h,gh cost ot new parts with 
quality used parts from 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
3590 Duhan [just off Hwy. 16 E) 
F ~ i 
personwho buys a $4.50 meal'is also being charged the new 
seven per cent tax without knowing it. 
For some time a seven per cent tax.has been applied to 
beer consumed in a restaurant. If the bottle costs $2, 
owners were forced to add 14 cents (not so in pubs or 
lounges). That may be why the seven per cent amount was 
decided, the $7 limit may have been deeldnd because the tax 
began after July 7. That caused some comics to remark 
that at least he government didn't bring in the tax on July 
28. 
But. many restaurateurs note that most of these 
problems could have been .solved if the prov.iucial 
government had announced tile new tax on July ,7, but 
waited a few weeks before putting them into effect and 
given the owners some preparation time. ." 
The owners are also gearing up for suspected changes in 
their industry when the federal government hands down its 
next budget which is expected shortly. 
Besides causing more problems than needed, the Secreds 
may have done one more thing. They may have eliminated 
the phrase "lucky seven" from the English language~, at 
, least in B.C. " 
Message'sent 
ROME (AP) --  A man demanding the freedom of papal 
assailant Mehmet All Agca in exchange for the return eta 
kidnapped girl called a newspaper and directed it to a letter 
written by tee girl saying she is well, the daffy Passe Sora 
reported today. 
The call Sunday was the self-described abductor's first 
communication si ce Friday, and followed an appeal by 
Pope John Paul, who said he was doing "all that is humanly 
possible" to help return 15-year-old Emanuela Orlandi to 
her family. She has been missing since June 22. 
"Dear/mamma and papa, don't worry about me," said 
the message written on a school document that belonged to 
Emanuela. "I am fine." 
Police said the nqte..appeared genuine, but added it was 
hardly proof that the girl was still alive because it could 
have been written at any time since the kldnapplng~ 
The pro-Communist dally newspaper said the anonymous 
• caller, speaking imperfect Italian, also said too much 
attention was being paid to the convicted Turkish gunman, 
and his statements would have no bearing On the case. 
'~You speak only of Agca," it quotedlhe callei ~ as saying. 
"The declarations by Agca have not, the slightest 
inllueuce." 
Ages, in a am'prise meeting with reporters Friday night, 
condemned the abduction and ealledfor the girl's release. 
He is serving life In prison for shooting the Pope on May 13, 
1901. 
The paper said the man first called the girl's father, 
ErooleOrlandi, at the family home inside Vatican City on 
Sunday, offering some details about Emanuela. 
But Orlandi who works at the Varietal as a " , memenger, 
• asked the man for more concrete proof. The caller then said 
he would telephone a newspaper with more informatiun, 
Paese Scra said. 
The man then culled Passe Sera and directed.editors tea 
message l ft at Rome'~ Leenardo da Vinci airport. / 
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Ilttie comfort o tht 
St r9ote 
bg Brian Gre9g 
A friend and.I often drop by a local restaurant for 
something to eat, put the bill on oue order brm and then 
divide the total into our respective amounts after. 
Last weekend was something different. It wasn't until the 
waitress brought our soup that I realized what we bad 
done. "By the wayy I said: "I hope you are putting our 
orders on-separate checks." 
"Well, you might have told me before," the Waitress 
snapped. She finally gave us one bill. 
" At the counter there was a father of five trying to exl)lain 
to the harried cashier that each member of his family was 
paying for the meal separatelY. He just happened to have• 
- + .+ 
.+  
• : / .  , -~ . .  , : , :~ ' -  ./:, 
whi~eOm:aboutl~O,OOO.tomtqle,:] : ' The .PAO,~c  o~t oL.:: 
,-:from., the.:canadlan~ Ca,~:.&~e ,+ tbo: -,. --to ~ many peoplet 
~8 Asaoclatlon, .the Oanadian.: ~ieart::./. :/,Until world dem~ 
~+ . -.. : : ..~.i .:.~:: .:~..:;.';:...:..: . -, :.+ " 
. . "++ 
A@ NOW, PIEggE 
_ 
 'T P TOFI E , 
ml 
• . • • . . 
so'rl.l 
. .  . • . • • . 
the total amount in his band and would be paying it in one 
lump sum~ The cashier was so~coafu~ed by the exp_lanstion 
of each of the different amounts- all under $7 - she said she 
would take my payment first.- 
"The waitressmade a mistake," I began. "She was 
supposed to give us Separate bills but she added it all onto 
this one. His is $3.75 and mine is $4.75. That's his pile of 
money there. This is my pile of money here." 
She actually understood what I was saying, we both got 
our respective change and left the restaurant. Meanwhile 
Happy families deserve credit 
SAINT JOHN, N.B. CP -- More and more publicity ls~ the dissatisfactions rather than the satisfactions." 
being given to wife battering and child abuse but most .... Scldeainger's alphabet for a lnsting.marriage b gan ~th 
Canadians deserve credit for having lasting family lives; -, aecepting the apeuse's limitations and ended with putting 
said Benjamin Schlesinger , alending expert on the Caadian zing into the marriage., -.. 
family, on Sunday. " AVOIDS BOREDOM o . . , . . . .  
• He told the annual conference of the Canadian Home, Alastlng m.arring e avoids boredom and always seems 
:+~:  ii 
diff~ent ideas. 
driak~, two cof~ 
ch~l~S., People aren't makin$ 
rffake as many orders below $7 as they can separately, 
asking for separate bills. 
I bear some restaurants are even coming out with $6.99 
specials. "Yea, we'll all have the $6.99 special but put that 
on separate bills please- all 10 of us. Thonk you." 
Well, I suppose that's one way to beat inflation. 
r• :  
eendudes. "
growers 
CO~un 
~bleexl)ortsa~d hard curtsey careen are hnportant; . .  
~i '~'' "- i ,'- .. . , :~ . ' . . . .  L ' . .  
" . '~ .* - '  . . . . .  s . . . . . . .  t M  a m ~ , l , ~ , t n ~ k m t  • ~s( t . l a~, ,oa l t t , -  m r p n l  "' 
.?We wouldn!t have those s ine safeguards about whatthe 
• MB~, contains" if Korey's chol is allowed to grant MBAs, 
said . . . . .  Wallace Crowston, dean of. administrative studies at 
York University in Toronto. 
The s~hoal was the target 0.f Ontario legislation passed 
last month which  forbids it from Issuing degrees unless it 
gets membership n a national university asseclatlom or 
affiliation with an establishod university. 
other, degree granting schools not affiliated, with. 
/miverslties were also affected by the legislation. . . 
The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada 
has Conducted two evaluations of the sehogl.and ruled the 
institution doesn't meet membership requirements. 
But Korey said the criticism by universlty officials "only 
shows their ignorance." 
"Outprogram inreally quite comparable to any' othee,. 
.executive MBA program," he said in an interview; :'It: 
stresses more general management, rather than ,-narrow 
specialization I one area. • . . . .  • 
~:They university deans saw the Canadian ~1 of, 
Management as a competitor." : - 
Korey said It Is Just n matter of time before his school Is 
aecept ed'byualveraltles. " . . . . . .  . ! - .  .... 
Ev~ eritice agreeKorey's school is innovative:and that 
offering higher edueatiun for worklng prefesslonals 's a 
good Idea. '~ " : ~-:,. ~.." 
Bette;Stephm~on, Ontario minister of colleges and 
uniVersities, has told the legislature she heard from many- 
peop le  ,who felt the pr~rain, w~ Very good aff,Warrimted 
their at .tendunce and pat~ielpatl~., : 
But the school isstill having a hard time finding ii lncatinn 
in Toronto~.whtoh provides about half the L~b0ol'a 
e,,roiment,. . . . .  
The school recently hod to move its offices after .Its 
landlord, the Ontario lmtltuteJor Studies 'In Education, 
asked  it to leave ...... .  • -:~ '. . 
: t~tllUta director Bernard/shapire said som~ of the 
Instltute's dtrecfor~'felt th~ sehool,'s presence "was not in - 
thebest inL terest"~fthe institute.'". " .: . 
million from $57.4 million. - .............. 
Rex McCafferty, 'senlor investment analyst with 
jdominion' Securities Ames Ltd. of Toronto, said the 
"underlying cost strutting" keeps brewing profits flowing. 
Malt barley prices, which make up one third of operating 
costs in .the industry, have. been falling along ~th 
packaging and transportation costs. And increases in labor 
costs haw been held to about eight percent a year, 
McCafferty said. • 
He estimated Labatt's, has. about 5 per cent 0f the 
Canadian market, Molsen 4 per cent, and Carling 0 per 
cent. 
Carling's hare, however, has been rising rapidly with the 
~intred~ctlon of Miller. boer into-Canada thl~ou~ an 
agreement with Miller Brewing CO. of Milwaukee, Win. 
• ~ Miller has already grabbed more than 0 per cent of sales 
in ontario, Quebee, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the 
provinces '~vl!ere it Is.sold. 
But Shoniker.asld, the sleeper in the 'southern Ontario 
market coald be employee owned Northern Breweries Ltd. 
of:Sault Ste, Marie, Ont., if it were able to crack open an 
effective marketing scheme. 
Sales of Northern brands.in SoUthern Ontsdo have been 
increasing rapidly, largely because of the nuceees of 
Northern Extra Light; which has only 2.5 ler cent alcohol 
and 70 calori~. 
Cyclists celebrate 
HALIFA~ CP --Two Quebec Provincial Police offlcers 
waded into the Atlantic Oe~n at Point Pleasant Park on 
Sunday to celebrate he" ~d-0f their cross Canada cycle to 
raise money for the disabled. 
Guy Bilod~u~'~d~'.Pierre B suchemin, based in 
Mon i~ '  t~ad~l hi their uniforms for. cycling shorts .in 
VantO~Ve~ bn'.May, • . ,  
Thon they set out on a gruelling cross country'~plthat 
teok=,~, month~ to coinplete. Th~ey donated two "years' 
• vacaUon:tfifie t ~ the ea~hphi~: ~ 
.The t~'~ff ic~s and' YVon Shlllant ~Ok {urm~.cycling 
while 4k~e third *persen.follo~ed,in a van': ~
Bilodeau said the campaign to  r~se m~ey for the " 
Ca n 'dl~n Rehabilitation Co~cilfo~.'~~sabied Waswell 
receded in eachof the toWns'an~Vcitles theyvtalted. 
Municipal a|/dprovinclal pellce forces #croM Canada 
supported the drive, sponsored by the International Police 
~af lon ,  bY c0lleeting pl .edges from the e0mmualty, 
HoWever, Linde Adderson, executive director Of the 
rchnhilitstiun council in Nov-a Scoti$, said suppo'rt fell 
below expectations in the province. * " " - 
• . were .disappointed in the respoose from the 
' L munlepal police de~|rtments.and the R~,"a id .  . 
=aNo. ~ were'~vsdlahio on the amoun[ ~e campaign 
n | .Tatseo .  
I 
TORONTO CP -- When wasthe •last ime you were, 
served by a female maitre d' at an elegant restatwant? 
The next ime you open your wallet for an evening meal at 
one of Canada's finest restaurants, takea look around -- 
you may notice that very few, ff any, of, the dining room- 
staff employees are female. 
Only men will wait on your table at 'Montreal's Lee 
Hallee, or Vancotwer's the Panorama Roof, or Toronto's 
Truffles and Glossops: 
Women say this'is unfair., particularly when 58 per cent of 
the country's 00,000 restaurant workers are female. 
The reasons for not hiring women at the classy 
establishments are varied. 
"You never see a woman serving in Maxim's .in Paris ," 
said Bruno Raggi, maitre d' at Montreal's Le St. Amable. 
"FrenCh service is Supposed to be served by men in the 
eyeing." 
Inability to perform Fre~nch service -- the art of serving 
and preparing foods from large trays at table side -- is a 
reason often given by managers and owners for nothaving 
women wait on tables. 
Domingos Pereira, manager of Chateauneuf in Toronto's 
Hurbour Castle Hilton, said notonly are there few women 
who know how to do P~.ch service, but the "silver trays 
are too heavy for women to carry" eight hours a day. 
But Brian Cooper, chairman of.the George Brown College 
"hospitality division, called that argument "hog~ash" and 
said French eerviee often makes use of carts. AISO,* large 
banquets are served with French service, and usually by 
women, he said. 
Erwin Doebli, owner of The William Tell in Vancouver, 
has 'a staff of five, including one woman. He says the 
objections of women patrons is another reason there aren't 
more women working in restaurants. 
':The objection to waitresses.in fine dining.rooms comes.  
more from women pat rons  than from men," Doebli said. 
"If a woman goes out with her husband or fl~ce, a walter 
does not disturb her: If a waitress in afine dining room.is 
not careful, the woman can become jealous." 
But Jasmine Kenny, who works In Wittlea, a classy 
restaurant in Toronto's Chelsea Inn, said she's found that 
female customers enjoy being served by n woman. One 
reason, she said, is thata waiter automatically ~iv~ithb 
cheque to a man, while a waitress doesn't jump:to such 
conclusions. "-. 
Seen Gillespie,.a partner at Penton's in Toronto, which: 
says it hires on the bask of Competence, not sex, said a 
problem is that until recently, few women would consider 
applyIng for Jobs in top dining rooms, 
"I think there was n thne when women wouldn't apply 
because they were scared off by traditions," he said. 
One who ~vusn't seared was Vicki Bauman, who applied 
for a job at one Toronto restaurant but was turned down, 
she was told, because she was a woman. She was offered a 
job as a hostess but turned it down because she wanted to 
wait qn tables. " '  - " 
A ~.onth later, her husband, "with only a quarter" o~ her 
experience, dpi~lled for, and got, the same Job. " . 
"You  can earn $504 e week  if 
you work  .the full 168  hours . "  
I I | I I 
i~rficipatieg. ._[ thnm. ....
Constant satisfaction is an unrealistic expectation "Hyou ask me what it means, Idon'tknow... .Wecare, 
anyway and partners in a lasting marriag e are silling to o we respect, we trust - -  !t encompasses some of the other 
accept the upe and downs, Schleeinger said. "They live with r letters." 
Management school inadequate 
• • , - , 
• TORONTO CP - -  A fast growing, Yuk,~n based graduates in its seven years Of operation and current 
management school:has attracted attention from hundreds enrohnent has climbed.to 500. 
Bt~, the .school has been criticized by university 
administrators who say sur'h an Institution should not be 
granting ,degrees. 
of Canadian businessmen, but un/versit~, offlc/als say the 
school's program is woefully inadequate.. . .  
The Canadian School' of Management provid~es past 
graduate business adiilinistratiou courses to businessmen 
~ho are unable to return full tiine to'school; 
Students, who pay about $4,000 in fees, attend classes in 
their local communities for six hours every second 
- Saturday andreceive a Master of Business Administration 
degree in two-to three years. 
Founder George Koroy said the~shool has had about 400 
I l l l l l l l  . . . .  . , :  .... 
" " . " . • " ': : : :  ~--i~: : .~~ - : . 
Toronto cbuples whose marriages h~d lasted, at: lea.~t 5 Schlesinge~" asid in an interviewthat he thinks ~ove is the 
years. The~couples volunteered for the study and happiness 
and satisfaction with family life were not.prerequisi.tes for
there was that family of five with the kids paying for their 
own hamburgers..  " ." " " 
It seems that Mr. Bennett has this wacky idea about. 
charging people with meals oVer 117 buttho customers have 
I hear one couple ordered two m~ais, two four day conference, which is focusing on family resources, remains an important element , mainly in times of crisis, 
ffees and two desserts and asked for eight 
ch g  I one order any more. ,They : MARRIES TWICE Schlesinger said. Other h~lpi.'=¢lJents ....'ificluded 
In 98, a husband and wife were part of 89'per cent of " communication, flexibility, equality; humor, trust and, make 
fidelity'. " 
Scldesingerseid families should celebrate famBy life at 
least once a year by bringing relatives and friends together 
to show Children: "they are not the first generation." ~. 
:r But he said he wasnot impressed by parent~ who boast 
called the ABCs of a.lasting family .lffle. . - " about never ha~;Ing sprat time away from the kids, He 
. . . . . . .  His alphabet Hst was drawn frOm~]nterviews ith O'- i;ecommended setting time aside eaCh year to be alone. Men also serve 
Economics.As~iation that problems make for dramatic y)ting, he said. The pmhimn Of boredom once the children "If you don't have open price competition, you can 
news but most Canadian families are Surviving economie tare moved out is reflected in ststlstics.that show 20 per ~ protect your margins very nicely," Shonik~ said in an 
slumps and charges brsught,ab0ut.bY/.te~!egy. ~,~ -,,,~.~cent of divorces~ocCtir~f(er~.2o-years of marriase. ,,- : ? interview.,~:~,-,~-~ ,i~:,~i ~,,~;~.,~ ~:~:~ . ,~/.=~ L ~ ~,:-,~ .,:- ............................... ,.,. ,~  . . . . . .  .~.,~.,~ . . . . . .  . ~ .,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,~.u:.., . . . . . . .  ,. . ~ . :+ 
More than 00 home economists have registered, for the Marriagem the hardest work around" and commitment .... Lo~di.stri,,b.uUpl~costs thrvu~rin'~sw~ .~taflo9tle~ als~ ,~ 
,keep profits bubbling, he said. 
Thereareonly 445 beer outlets in Ontario, compared with 
thousands ofoutlets in Quebec and hundreds of thousands in / 
famfltes, Schlesingersald. Hesaid a person can be married the U.S., lhere beer is sol in grocery stores, n system that 
more than once and find the second marriage is the lasting raises distribution costs. 
o n e . . .  - - In  the l~,st woyears, Molson's~combined domestic and 
Schlesinger, who has done research on one parent export s~les increased 2 per .cent to $,.0~ billion and 
families, remarriage and the effects of divorce on Children, accounted for 58 per cent of the company's total 96 sales. 
provided in the opening speech at the ceaferen, ce whet he Brew~ profits rose 2 per cent. 
Carling's beer sales climbed ~ per cent to r /0  million 
last year.Beer operations accounted for $ million of total 
operating profits of $70.5 million, up from $ 4 million of 
most important letter of his marriage alphabet', although - million.a year earlier. 
..participants ~the study were not ask e d what love meant o Labutt's brewing group showed a 98 .profit rise to $';2.7 
companies When all they can do is take a market share from 
' - -one  another? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Robert Shontker, a Toronto brewing IndUstry consultant, 
says partof theanswer is the lack of price competition i
most of Canada mong the companies, which between them 
command almost 99 per cent Of all Canadian ~ sales. 
• In the United States, aease of 24 may be purchased for as 
little as $5.95, compared with $ 5.55 including bottle 
deposit for.every regular brand in Ontario. _ : 
TORO O cF : 'C . .a=a.bre .e - , - -=  to have th, 
magle touch, : . . - 
Beer consumption has been fiat for years but the bigtlu'en 
brewers continue to report enormous profits, Even 8 drop in 
sales Volume last year, a result of the recession, did not 
affect heir, income statements. 
The .three major breweries -- Molson Co. Ltd. of 
M~, ntreal, John Labatt Ltd, of ..London, Ont., and Cari~. 
O Keels Ltd, of Toronto "have diversified by movL011. Into 
other budneakes but selling beer continues to be what they 
do'best. ~ -".: . " " 
" .But why  ia beer such a money  m~ker  for all three 
poizflatious and provides aready source of can  forenall  
landholders WI~. .would O~ ~ d '~*  tO "~ '~ r~ 
subsimncefarming eron Im pmll~b!ei~,'+'.th~ ~r .. 
• "   babwe, fro, mmplo,.  o .arm twi  as m.ch 
u sugar, [lye times aa m&h as cotinn,~ eadl0 timii as 
much aS corn /  , -+  ' • " ' ' - . .  ~ 
" And tobacco products am important smu'cm ottantlon 
for developed and developing ~ll~,.gOVornmen~.,ai~, 
~r example, the indian iovernment co l leeted '~o m~ll~ on 
(U,8,), for i2 per cent o~ total excise,tax receipts, from 
tobacco poducts, In Canada, federal excise tax revenueiou 
t0baccot0tsllod 1940 million, plus another M0e in. provinekl 
levies," " ' -'" " .... 
i' It is no~ Surpmlng. then,  tho report |tatea, that many  
. countr im support the tobacco-lp'owing industry with price 
supports and export suhaldlu, 
Among the spoake~ scheduled t'o appear are HMlth 
Minister Monlque Beain, Dr, llalfdon Mlhler, direet0r. 
gener41 or World' Health 0~antsaflon (WHO), 8nd Dr, 
Abdul AI.Awadi, KUwaft'J Misistor o~ Health and the hind 
o~ the WHO'o committee committee on emokl~ and health 
in the:third world, 
 -Beer profitable 
. . ' : '~  ", . . . . .  , ' . ,  " :  - " " " .  t ' " ' .  . . . . • . . , . ~"? ,  
.. , .  . - -  . " : . . The Hera ld / t~onday,  Ju ly 11, 1983, Psge 3 :*. 
Ske " .,,m"' award wln'---n=r= " , .LL ena : ,  nmorSeconda . . . . .  named ~ L " " 
L : .L :  ' . 'i: ..... : = i ' ,  ,B  .1." " L ' ' i ' '  " ": \ '  
= -- A':' r "= I. h :"' '' Rerald .staffWri'ter... . : " .  ' .. ," : '  . Grade . . . .  9; and. . . . . . . . . . . .  Somla Sahoia." Grade.  10, got,...awards . .Grade9 ~n ia  Sahota, Grade 1 0 ; ;  . .  , ,and Ne i laFrazer  G r a d o s .  . "'Needha' m'  Shan'n' n .  o B t~ timider ~nd'Pa a ,r~l t Gr /L i 'ill. " i : ' L '  - . . ,  ":i".,..." " ' I / " .   . " 
ERR CE--Skeena: dumor Secondary School ,has .  m physical educat ion Steve Ma,tel, Grade:8;. Pat' ,S and O wba reeewed awards' ~ For the ~ubjeet of English "T(e d ' " ' " " . . . . . . . . .  ~!1 -announced . ' i " • . . . .  . . . . .  -. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ... . . : ,  ~ . • . . . . . .  • - . , . :,. . . . h Gra e 9 honor otl.eonszsts of k Erstling,. avid . , 
. - -  . . . .  . to awarns  - to th in  year ' s  s tudents .  " Ddlphin, Grad~ 9 ;  and Mike  Theiss, Grade "10 rece iv~t  ' .  ~Steve Hagen, "Grade 8; Ki l 'k :Ersf l ing, Grade 9 ; ~anu R'~.mo p~, t "v ln  .~t~, / .~ .~no~, ; ,v  ~]~]H~n ~~,~, ,n~"  : "  • . . . .  
~euy oon~,' Janice:Selderl and Tanuny .Brown were "awards in a r t  Avtar Gill got'an award for English as a :~t ChristindJanssenreceivedfien0rs:-Jennif~i'Coy, Grade 8;: ~'~'v~d',=r=;;~'~t~'~"~7~" "'~" . . . . .  7 -~7- '~"~I  ~"~--. t .  
presenumwimath le t i  sei~ . . . . . .  • " " " • ' " . • " ' " . '  " . " " " " ' : '. ' . . . .  ~ ' " - .  . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  . "~ . :  . . . . . .  .' ,~ " " . . ~ ice awards: ,Effie.Lincoln and .seco~ lang~ge. Jennifer Coy, Grade 8; K~rk,ErStling, . . KzrkErstling Grade9,.andLoneHenriehse Gradefl0got ~.  1~ r 'Grade 'i the t de " . . . . . . . . . .  Sh . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  - , • .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  e~! ...-, . • o . . . . . . .  op,aea mtc .students .were Sonm ,..~ 
_ a~on Dempst~,were given,cotetena service awards...Grade_, 9; '.and Greg Sunderwo0d, Grade 10 were:given", recogmtion,for theirr work m social studios. , " ~ ;;"' Sahota': L0ne 9i~enriehsen: ~,~'iln,= Ja,,o~en "Si.;~-~e' ' Hruce Ha~sor/Allan "e  ' . . . .  " " ~" ' ' ' ' ~k '  ~ 'h" :  " '  x = " k " ' "= " = ' F . . . . .  ;= '  " ' "  " '  " " ' :  " ""  h ' " . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  r "" " " . . . . .  ' ' k ' ' ke  " . . . .  =: . . . .  ' ' '  " : . . . . . .  ' ' ' ' - - ' ' ~  " ~h: "  # ' ~  ~ : " ~ t ~ r  " " ' ' 
. . . ~. .13to:. and C~I  F0rlP~m got.~t0dent ,: .~wa~.:~.,Math:.: J0rge Marques, Grade !l;?BIair Km~.k,.:'; .,.':: In m eialwok'k a.warded were B~.,.I~.tz, Gra~8,  Dean~... " Michaud, Kelly Chokkar, DonaaBen iri; cath Ketined, ... . 
ceuneil, s.er~, ee. awards ,. Manblr Prihar. rscelved, the. : ..Graders; sure ~enmlderer and Greg Sutiderw~md, Grade 10.  ' ~Themen and Law.rene~ Stoila, Grade 9;andGeorge Power.,; 1 'and C;r~ .Sund~.rw,~id:' '/' : L'. ";- ~"  ...~,-" y: :.-:. ,": t y/. ~. i . . .  
annua!;, ~rvice La.ward..'Jennlfer. Coy got..the.:.liin'ary.!:i:',., ~ill got m~/tlicontest,'awards.., ~, ~: . • ,, .., .:' . :. Grade 10 wh0reeelved awards, For'p0Wer medm~l~a Jody.; :~";rh~-m~st=,6-Tu~s-ta n~n~ stiident a~ai~d ~t $k~na went ~ t~"" ~ ~ 
• !nono.rao!e.... m e..ntlon .service award: while' ~ l - 'Hundnt l~ ~ :. ,: :~ :science Elaine Wiebenga, Grade, S'.,:.. Kirk Ei~tlihi~,. McC0nneli,~Grade 9;, ~and Ch/m.. M0hoia; Grade :log0t.th~"~'/Brui,~ ~,ii~in~,, ~. :.-' ': ~':.; ':~' .:. : :: ".",i . :" '. :, ~ ., .-".-. /:,:: :: .: " : 
,. . . . .  _ :. P . ..... _: ..,,, ~ .: ,.;...., .:?...-.: ,,,:,Grade g, andChr[StineJanssen, GradelOtookhonors.~Fot -hen0~.,.,MarieHep~lmTn re .wed an :award :m food ;and, ; . :o, The . fo i lowm students"  ere :aWarded'for erfeeL:... :- :. 
. Steve Hagen, .Grade. u; ringer, vandarKwaa~, .'...~:~rench itwas J0rge Maroues, GradeS! KlrkF.ratiin~. putri~ion-Fiona Robertson'gotthe award for elothingantt:.-.-a,~,~a~i,-,,~..r,,~g~,~,,, ' ...'n~a../i,;i,~:~n~,~k,~ hl~e,,,~. - .:, .- .: 
. m. me -~nu Amen .Mmsi'Jikegot?the .!most improved:... Kuzyk; LBlajr":Lutzu SurjiJ; -M&n~;' Sl~eve...iMantel, ! .Nicole ' .". " " 
.~lns!~rnmen! aw.ai'd.,, ~n;B.r.'odie. go!' ~e  away. for b~tl..iMichoud, .Trevcir: Reynolds : Parm/;jit i-D|ay;'. ::i~uiwaltt :':.: '. 
mstramemanst- ann uamy ttenneoy got 'an •awara:tor..'Sah0ta O.et;dn-nl.,,=m eht-'i~ei,~ rrg~m,h=n p~i*n;t'd'i|l' ~ | l l  
" citizenship. ~i_:._--_~:_~: ;~ .i.~..:~..:': :ii.' :.::: ' : '  an.d'Se~nVdde~f'luit-'i' .'~ -.-'-.":~,~,'":7"i'---.7."~ 7""' 
,F0rl Grad e 8_di-amd.~th.Jennifer COy and Clif.f.Po~el], ( The'f011owing students'got progress certificates: uawna, 
tOOK awaras.-. In t~raoes 9 andl0 for theatre arts awaru : Reid, Kelley :Jakuhec, Cathy, Martin, Errmt Niclioisun, 
winners were :Annette .Cliff, Cheryl-Forbes :and' Bruce Pauline Dignard, Marti ; Bahr, Rob DamS, Wade Pipe, 
Hallsor. Typing awards'were ceived .by Kirk Erstling, Carrie Olson, Bruce Hallser, Chris Hepplewhite, and Carol 
Grade 9; and Anne Eide, Grade 10.. Andersen. . . 
Skeena's outstanding .athlete award Went to .Valerie. 
Philp~twithCarolineHendryasasrnnnerUp, Otheragetling ~ ' -  Diligence ce,riificat.es _yJe]re given to the following 
athletic awards were Keith Axelsen,: Donna Bentham, 
Tracy MeFarlan~d, Darcy Wadiey, I)eatme Wilson, Jaci 
Sturn, Dennis Therrien, Richard KreigL Martin Bahr,'Andy 
the  complex i ty  o f  the  order"  i t  canbe  
completed  in  th ree  days .  One  catch•  fo r  
potent ia l  cus tomers ,  w i thout  e i ther  home or  
phone o f  h i s  own,  fu ture  "deve lopers"  must  
f ind  h im as  he  wa lks  Ter race 's  s t reets ,  
Tony  Monu ik  w i l l  bu i ld  your  dream house  
beg inn ing  a t  $150. M ind  you .  i t  w i l l  be  a l i t t le  
smal l  to  l i ve  in but  a per fec t  fo r  [ewe l le ry  and  
o ther  t reasures .  Monu ik  is  unemployed and  
doesn ' t  have  a house  o f  h i s  own,  but  he  w i l l  
mode l  one  to  spec ia l  o rders~ Depend ing  upon 
Samantha Smith bows out 
YALTA, U.S.S.R. AP _ American scheolgirl'Samantha ... Samantha, from Manchester, Me.; arrived in the Soviet 
Smith hewed out of a string of organized activities on her Union on Friday. She had written to Andropov.asking.if be 
third day at a Soviet youth camp and Instead played in the - intended to start a nuclear ~war. ' , 
Black Sea today with her.new friend Natasha Kirishina. Since her arrival; Samantha nd her parents, Jane and 
Samuntha,,on a two week visit to the Soviet Union at the 
parents to watch a water Spectacle which included a boat Jane Smith said her year old daughter/de~ided not to 
stay overnight with about ~ Young Pioneers because she 
was .fftired" hy a day of camp a'ctivltios and encounters 
with the Pres~. 
On Sunday, Samantha nd about 200 Young Pioneers 
sailedon the B.!ack Sea together and tossed ou t wine bottles 
carrying messages of peace. 
Aboard the camp beat Artek, each'girl on signal threw out' 
a bottle into the clear water off the Crimea. 
"Hopefully we will all have peace for- the rest of our.' 
lives,, read Saman~-a's niessage. 
Hoffman, Ran Cameron, Cherie Tmdeau;  Chris,  Hal~or, 
Tony Hildebrand, Santa Sahotka, Theresa Lindseth, Bruce 
Halisor, David Kirkaldy, Satnam Manhas, Peggy. Jackson, 
Paul Basantl. 
Cheryl Forbes got the RCMP Citizenship award. 
The top academic student in Grade 8 at Skeena Secondary 
was Steven Hagen, while it was Kirk Erstling in Grade 9 
and Santa Sahota in Grade I0. 
On the Grade 8 honor roll was Steven Hagen, Sandra 
• Adams, Bao Jam Diep, Jennifer Coy, Elaine Wiegenga, 
Rhonda Vanderflult, Kathryn Gann0n, Lara Roldo, Leigha 
students: Jennifer Coy, Steve:Hagen, Paramjit Gill, 
Rosalee Thodt, Santa Sahotka, Elaine Wiebenga, Shannon 
Butler, Tammy Sturkn, Susie Demelo, Than. Lu, Sandra. 
Adams, Ban Tam Diep, Laura Tupper, 'Dawns Reid, 
Marian Raposo, Paul Yip, Christine Janssen, Suzanne 
Michaud, Tiartli Dhaliwal, Kelley Jakubec, Kathryn 
Gannon, ChristineSharples, Steven Mantel, Avtar Gill, 
Darryl McDaniel, Becky Dinesen,, Roxanne Ridier, 
Michelle Taylor, Cliff Powell, Paramjit Dlay, Happy 
Minhas, James Michalehuk, Kirk Erstling, Kelvin Skcad, 
Roger Vanderkwaak, Coleen Anderson, Hardeep Hundail, 
Natalie Snares, Chris Morton, Manbir Prihar, Kelly 
Chhokar, Carol Anderson, Suzannd Yu, Dorte Petersen, 
Robert Geier, Leans Tank, and Finns Robertson. 
VDT vision report released 
WASHINGTON AP -- There is no scientific evidence The repart noted that more than seven million Americans 
thatthe video display terminals used by millions of workers used.VDTs 980, and the number is going up rapidly. As 
across Canada and the United States'damage vision, but VDTs increase in use, so do worker complaints of blurred 
.POor quality equipment and had workplace design can - vision, tired eyes, headaches, muscular aches and stress, it 
contribute to eye discomfort, says a U.S. NationalAcademy S~id. 
of Sciences tudy released today. 
The two year study by the National Research Council 
concluded that it ~s "highly improbable" that radiation 
from the televistonlikeVDTs contribute to the 
development of.blinding cataracts. , - 
Labor organizations and others .have expressed concern 
that continued exposure • to radiation fromAhe terminals 
eventually could lead to ~ cataracts " the '  clot~ding of the 
transparen t . lens of the eye. 
The report said studies of animals and humans indicate 
that "the levels of ~adiation required to produce cataracts 
are thousands to millions of times higher than the levels 
emitted by VDTs." . 
"We.-find no setontifically valid evidence.that 
occupational use of VDTs is associated with increased risk 
The panel said it would he "premature" to impose. 
mandatory standards for equlpment design or for limiting 
workers' time at the machines. 
The study group, which included experts in eye care, 
psychology, video technology and Occupational health, said, 
many of the problems of visual discomfort reported by 
workers could be overcome immediately if current 
knowledge about VDT technology, workplace arrangement 
,and howto design jobs with workers in mind is put into 
practice• 
POOR DESIGN ~. 
Poor lighting conditions in offices, excessive glare on 
VDT screens, and rigldiy p.laeed esks, chairs, screens and 
keyboards that cannot be adjusted to suit each worker 
appear to he factors in the discomfort reported by 
employees. Of ocular diseases or abnormalities, including cataracts." 
• Arthur Smith, .have been ushered about with the pomp the report said. "Operators are often required to work in ~ramped spaces 
~'~a~;Ofrenle~id_enat _y._twl_• .Aadrol~. v,.s.~, n.t .Su=day n.igh~ usual ly accorded san[or , fo re ign 'd ig~tar ios  - -. The~experts said radiat ion emission teats on 'new VDT that leave them l itt le r~.  m to place d0cu=ent  holders or 
• . lm m guest  house In UUS unmean ~es0tt, Ski " • " ," " . . . . .  ~ ~'" ""  . . . . . . .  "" " ,~' ' ,  ". .... .- - .~. n,~ ' " ' -~ . . . . .  ,i . . . .  ,, ,. ,., . : . . ' .  ,:, ~ ...... , :i , - ,t .,-" v .  • •, -, ~ . . . , -  . 
she slept the night before. . v. nreamaSt;:3S~m~tttlta w~'t to' the' be~iCh 't~ay wit~ her prouuct'safety'stanoards. . . . . .  ~ "' . ' postures,, said the report. "Operat6rsin~uch ~situations ....... 
CONFINED INVESTIGATION 
The study, commissioned by the Natiotml Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health, primarily addressed 
viSual problems and did not investigate other areas of 
coneern with VDT use,.~including potential effects on 
repredu'cti~;e organs or the fetuses of pregnant workers. 
are likely_ 'to experience visual discomfort, muscular 
discomfort and fatigue, 
"VDTs that have detachable k yboards, cr~ns thatcan 
he tilted to a comfortable viewing angle, and movable 
document holders allow operators to change postures and 
aid in preventing pastural stress ahd discomfort." 
,. Dialysis is ,not for sleepers 
EDMONTON (CP)--3ohn Kirkman awoke one night to hospital is' the headquarters for the northern Alberta 
find his blood draining into the sheets around him. human organ vrocurement and exchange program. 
A tube directing blood circulation from his leg to his 
dialysis.machine had slipped out of place, soaking his bed 
with a litre of blood• He recovered but stopped didlysiS 
while sleeping. 
." I t  is more a'matter ofa general feeling of well-being you 
have when you are off dislysis as opposed to feeling 
chronicaliy sick all the time," she says. Most patients have 
spraying water jets 5 metre~ into the air. 
She and Natasba then plunged into the water while a 
dozen photographers c owded the shore to snap pictures of 
the girls playing in the waves. Natasha, , of Leningrad, 
read Samantha welcoming speech Saturday. Her fair 
English has apparei%tly won her therole of official escort. 
Sunday's Blaci~ °Sea excursion marked Samantha's 
initiation into the rituals of the highly organized youth 
camp, among the highest rated camps of itskind in ~e 
Soviet Union . . . . . . . . . . .  
Soldiers  recall Hasty Pees 
BELLEVILLE, 0nt. (CP) "Sicily during the Second 
- -  Bob Wigmore has a clear World War. 
memory of July 10,. 1943. The regiment was one of 
"It was .~unay and very nine making up the First 
hot and, at 20.years old, "I ' Canadian 'Division, which 
was very scared,'! recalled invaded Sicily to begin the 
Wigmore, now 60, of liberation of Western 
Trenton, Ont. "It was our. Europe' 11 months before 
first t ime- into battle other Canadian troops 
action•" . landed. . 
Wigrnore-was a member On Sunday, abo/~-t 60 
of the 580-manHastings and Survivors. and..40, .other 
Prince Edward Regimeni -- people ,marked" the 40th 
better knpwn as the Hasty anniversary of 'the 
Pees--;" which landed in .regiment's first action and 
--Rebels fought 
N'DJAMENA (CP)  - -  Government troops and Libyan- 
backed rebels remsin lucked in hattie for cmitrol of Chad's 
key eastern city of Aheche, governm~.nt sobrces aid today. 
BUt the sources aid the government troops, which had to 
evacuate Abeche on Friday, now have the upper h~md. 
Chad's charge d'affaires in Paris said Sunday':th~ town' 
had been retaken from the rebel forces of former president: 
Goukouni" Oueddei, but the report .was not confirmed in 
N'Djamena. 
Government forces launched their long-expected counter- 
attack on two fronts Sunday. So~rcen said today Abeche had 
been evacuated Friday for. str~teg/c reqsons and that an 
assault on the town was launehed.e~o.a after reinforeements 
at tended a spec ia l  
memorial service for 346 of 
their  comrades who lost 
their  l ives dur ihg the  war. 
During the half-hour 
memorial service, regiment 
members stood at attention 
as Ray. 'Fred Gosse led 
prayers andlhynms. 
"We do not have any right 
to forget these aseriflees 
that were made," G4~se 
told hie crowd• "We 'hope 
because of this celebration 
this afternoon, we will never 
have to face.the prospect of 
another war?' 
FEARED UNKNOWN 
Wigmore .was with the 
regiment responsible for 
capturing Sicily's Pael~o 
airport, held by the Itallam; 
"It was the waiting, "the. 
fear of the unknown that 
seai'ed me ~ost," Wigmore 
said. "The landing, craft 
dropped us short of land and 
so we bad to wade through 
six feet (1.8 metros) of 
water, each carrying 50 
pounds of ammunition, we 
had to blow up the ha/bed 
wire to get inland. arrived f~om the  sOuth. - i . . : :  
"After that, we captured 
Information Minister ~mnallla Mphamat te!d.~porters ' the  Itaiian -ill box (a 
that 250 paratroop mmmandosaad the three Macchi fighter . machine-gun bunker)., and 
planes ent by Zaire two weeksago have not yet gone into, from there we waited until 
combat, but gave no explanaflo0, • .. ....... :. 
He added, howqver, that,'the govemment.,had~ged, morning and attacked the 
airport. Weesptured it with 
Franee, theformereolonialrul~ri~onosmoreseadtroops, very little opposilinn.'". 
to the war-torn co~try or pr0~deidr cover. He did notsay Stan Down, mls0- of 
when the new request . . . . .  was madb nor whatFrane's'r~ply Trenton, . . . .  remembered that 
was. '- . " : '--, , : . , ' as a 21-year-old mortarman 
Military sources aid ~unday that tonnes of French arms, . in Sicily he had to wheel 600- 
including.m0rtars~.  . . ,antl ' tankrecketa. . and r i f les have been k i lograms.  ,.of. ammtmit ion 
pouring into N Djamena, But France has tamed •down ~ and equipment on a :tiny, 
repeated requests for direct military involvement, two-wheel cart. 
In Brussels, Belgium, however, a communique issued by 
the rebels' European off!e~ claimed today the rebels would 
.... join with commandos in southern Chad, and " the  somnd 
half of July. will surely Im'-fa~l~or President ~esene 
Habre." 
Government offidnls contend that at least 3,000 Uby-~s 
are fighting With the rebels, who are follower~ of 0nstad 
0ueddei, -- 
"That v~ry evening I saw 
the most fantastic fireworks-. 
show," Down said, "A ,  
German air force came 
o~'er  to  l~mb Our carr iers ,  
only to be met with. i 'eturn 
fire, It was a beautiful  Sight. 
It lit the sky up." 
After..the service,, the 
Hasty Peas recalled a little 
of the Italian campaign by 
sharing-a meal of spaghetti, 
red wine  and hard bread 
prepared by the regiment's 
war-thne ccok. 
-The Sicily landing had_.. 
been remembered in the 
same way last week during 
"a visit of Prince Pbilip to the 
Royal Canadia~Regtment 
in .London, Ont." Philip is 
that  reg iment !s  
commander-in-chief. 
Kirkman, 56, is one of 168 people in northern Alberta on 
dialysiS (blood purification) because of kidney failure and 
one of 13,% people -- a record number -- awaiting a kidney 
tramplant• 
He says he's been waiting 15 years for a kidney from 
someone with a similar tissue and blood type who has 
signed the back of hiS driver's licence, releasing his organs 
for transplantupon death. 
dialysis for five hours, three times weekly. 
Dialysis patients lose strength and stamina, must fellow a 
strict diet and drink little. Aluminum builds up in their 
• systems, their bodies try' to slough off waste products 
through the skin, they are usually anemic and pat excessive 
strain on. their hearts. 
People with heart problems or other complications can 
"They (organs) are just no good to you after you're-: die without a transplant, says Yanitski• The situation in 
gone," says Kirkman, ~a buyer, for Charles Camsell' northern Alberta is cdtiealbecause only th'ree kidneys have 
Hospital, "What are you going to do with them, take them . been received since the beginning of the year, a substantial 
with'you?" -- drop from previous years. 
A kidney transplant does more than reduce the risk of a ' . There ate no statistics , available on what percentage of
perilous situation like Kirkman's, says Anita Yanitski, people sign the hack of their licences. But estimates made 
nep~'niogy nurse and clinician at University Hospital. The by professionals range from two to 10 ver cent of drivers. 
i "  
Pulp and Paper Reports: 
. - .  - . .  
# 
v 
Canada*s bountiful for=t'~ds provide 
the ba.~ for the country's largest manu- 
facturEng industry: pulp and paper. 
In nxent yi~u,s, attention Ms turned to 
the questionofhow Canada~ produce 
an adequate supp!yofwoodfibre so that 
it canmaintainits present share and par- 
ticipate in the growing worlddemand for 
forest products. Spending on forestry by 
governments and industryl has risen 
FOREST RENEWAL EXPENDITURES CANADA 
($ MILLIONS) (Source: CPPA) 
sharply in recent years and much more 
is required. 
Money is invested in protecting exist- 
ing forests from the ravages of fn'e, 
insects and disease. It is invested in seed- 
lings, and in thinning and fertilizing 
stands of timber. The investment pays off 
in more fibre per hectare. 
To meet the growing competition in 
world pulp and paper markets, Canada 
needs more than modern, efficient ndlls. 
It also needs, and i.s developing bigger 
and better forests. 
For more information, send for "New 
Challenges", a free booklet from Public 
InformationServices, Canadian Pulp and 
Paper Association,Dept. 5,23rd Floor, 
1155 Metcalfe Street, Montreal, Quebec, 
H3B 2X9.  
! 
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i ~: - _ EpMpNT_._ ON,(CP.).•--Tbe,co.ndl!|°n of Sg~et diver _Serge!' •,.:::' Eve~lngthat  san: p0~bl~: i~,  d~.nefor.h~n bus ~, .  i•.wus put on a . resp i r .a~ , l i fe.euppo.:a~tem:,.: .  ,.:.~,,: , • injuries, 0thee than teeny Sifllbashvili, wh9 ~ascomPeU~ 
• . .• "~, S~bashv~... st00.ilizen somewnat.S~.uay night: but the 21, :, ;.done,." nasal d. 'q~owit's a qu~tlon.0f, waiting ~ See ~,hl s~,  • An, oth~ spoxe.m,,an~ " i=0r:~ the ~ hospital aid~,in ,'~eases! of , :  •in- hiSfirSt, maJ0~ International competltlod;,tiud saffered i
• : : , year,old, native of"Tbl]se remainen unconsemus: and. in .-body, can copo ~ with the injurie~ .,.- • • : ,.,~:. :~ " . ' : . .  :. ~"; , serious.head .i.~jurles, It•us0ally inkes I~etWe~~72 ~p ,96:. • Sewre he~d ln |~es  H~ underwent a 48:minut6~0perktion ' " 
. '~',~ , ~ ",*,~." "' * ": '  "' . . . . . .  ' " ' " ' , . . i '  ' . . . . .  ,~' " ! "  ': ' '*  '," " ' ' ' ' ,. ' :"' " ' ; : ' .  ; "~" i.' "': ' >" " '  " "  .'~. " .'~. ' " " . -  " " ~', :~';-.' .... ".' .,, . ' , ' .  ' -  . :'. "'-', ' " -  .... ".~ . . . .  ., ," ,  i -  :•veery•critical .. on~t!~n.```~`.`the~ne=s.`~`~ea~.in~=~ve~`:`~;`..~.~:`s~f~:~v~e:~h"d`in~,:.~in~u~``. h°=s todete.rm~eiwh.a.t:•~:~:.du ne" He•s~_,d.~ete;.has ..~Satarday'idghttorelieve Prensare°n•~e hr _a!nandwus ' 
i .  ~/' .. e~e ~It0.f:"Universi-t~ °f.Al~ rta h0.s.Plt~.~-i*" /..: :• . ~;.".: mmupm.,~.an.~,.wn~inecra-¢k,ed:hk s .,k~!.. on the: l~. .beenno moveme~ toy ~esl~ase f romShl ]~,  .,./:::i.:i~.,, placed Qn.a respiratory,Sire'support ~s.fe~,i",':i.~:-...-: ; .  : 
• :-!: :i~ ..D~.~.~.JoI~...!.~.ea. d, L~...em~aLiv~ce'pr.esmentat.the.~spita.!',...:,~me u~e ~au°rm*.~gp~e!imin~~compoti~onlset.urdayl :I~ Aminlm.umi0f~twoS0vi~offl,.einls, p!~h0sPitaletaff~a~'e ...Read*said~eonlyway:tofindoutlwhethei',the~natlye o f  ./. 
• ' "..: .saia.~:,al?o.~ ::~dl~.~..vm's .;condl.tionl .nad .~:a.gmn..~at ~e' :wor ldunivers_ i . ty i~am.. ;• i  ::.,: : ~.• •/~,•.~ :',•:, i:,;,:-~:,-wlth, iSh l l~y i ! i  ~e!a l l ! im=.  : i  •i•. ' ~;.~ . :!i,::ii , : ;. :'i! ',.. :,!•:• '..'Tbl]se/,~: the iS0vl'et: p~0vlnc.e:0f~Ge~'rglPL. ~oulc i .autv ive . :• 
i . ,, i stabuized,, therewas.I/tfle r ason mr in. c~asen 0Pmmsm.,. ; t/is conditio n nad deteriorated overn/ght Saturday an d he ..... R#kd Would not discuss the. exact natm~p or exte~l: of.the ".. "without the support.aysl~em'..W0uld be to " take ,~ off the : ... 
i : : _  ._-." '~~ - " : - '  .. .... " : " : " /~"  : ~  " -~ : . . . . .  ' . " ' ~ - :~  •: " - ? i  " ~ ~ : : ; ' -  ' " "  : ::~' ! ' :~  '- " '~ : ' ' " ;  • : sys tem~dp hysieaasd0n~t~f'ealthat'sappr°priato'~tthin~ 
worK] Un,vers,tv Games w, nners break records I 
i EDMONTON CP -- Dave Stecn broke his own Canadian The U.-S.-won a pair of tennis, titles Saturday, Cecilia ; The Russians picked up : two more: track golds from .Contrary to earlier reports, Read said:the 5~: tn i  had 
record.in winning the decathlon and Greg Louganis of the 
United States earned his second iving title Sunday as the 
two North American countries tcoka belated run at the 
Soviet Union on the second last day of theWorld University 
... Games. 
The Russians had locked up first place in" the medal 
:. standings but the U.S. won four events to Canada's three 
.. during the day and Soviet athletes were held to two. 
Jill Hetherington of Peterborough, Ont., had a hand in 
/ .two Canadian victories as she shared the worqen'sdoubles 
tennis title with Karen Deals of L;ondon, Ont., and paired 
with Bill Jenkins of Saskatoon to win the mixer doubles. 
Besides Longanis, the American winners were the 
.~ women's basketball team, sprinter Randy Givens in the 
• womcns 200 metres and Richard GallOon in the men' tennis 
singles. The Russians replied with victories by Natalya 
• Lisevskaya in the women's hot put and cyclist Nadegeda 
• Kibardina in the women's individual road race. 
Fernandez defeating Olga Zaytsev a in the'women's singles•' 
final while' Jeff  Arons and John Sevely downed Angelo. 
Binagm and Raymondo BitU of italy; to take themen's 
doubles. A. Romanien pair beat Out Martin WostenliOlme of i 
Vancouver and.Rio Bengtson of' West Vancouver for the: 
bmnze. • 
Alexander.Kharlov in the men's 400-mettle hurdleLand .n0tdonoa' brsinoscan. ' , -L, M, ~ : ~ . . 
Irina Podynlovsknya in the women's 800 but were e~ed hy • 'Read told the rsecondnews conferen~ of.the.day .that 
the U,S, in the mm's 4x400relay. ~ . i, .'~ :-~ : ,". '. : '  .Shliba~vill,a eo'n~fl0u h'ad stabilized,, some whatBunday 
Beats Peters gave WastGamey its firstvictory'./n the nlghtand lie wo/il.d .have an updateat l~.n .o~, ~.Ume. . .  
women's javelin'and Soviet fencers ~von:th~ men's' team .~ i ;:Another hmpita! spokes'man said It woma normaq.y be.7S 
sabre event. • ' -*:~..!' - . ..... to 96 hours after She aceldeut before a decisl6n could be .. 
With 07 events completed and 0 to go, the Soviet gold 
total stood at 54 to 0 for the U.S., nine for Canada, eight for 
• = Italy and six for Romania. 
TRAILS SOVIETS 
In the unofficial point standings, based on a o 5 4 2 
count for the first six final placings, the Soviet Union had 851 
• to  for the U.S. and 04 for Canada. No other country had 
• reached the 200 mark. 
• : Canada and the U.S. split the honors in the basketball 
' tournament as the Canadians defeated Yugoslavia 83-68 in 
the men's final Satarday night and the Americans tank the 
: women's crown Sunday with an 83-61 victory over Romania. 
The Canadian men's volleyball team was upset by Cuba 
• in the final and had to settle for a silver medal. Brazil 
defeated China Saturday night o take the women's title as 
i" Canada lost to Japan in" the plaY0ff for the bronze. 
In other eventsSunday, Iimocent Eganike of Nigeria won 
the men's 200 metres and Anisoars Cusmir of Romania set 
a Games record in the women's long jump. 
The highly rated Canadian sprint eam was still without a " 
gold medal but Marita Payne of Concord, Ont, who had 
:.. anchored the 4x400 relay to a second-place finish behind the 
Soviet Union Saturday, earned another silver in ihe 200. 
Grace Jackson of Jamaica beat out Angella Taylor ef 
. " .... : . , ; , .  ' :  " / .  " made0n~vhatfurther st ps to take; " r' 
Pay el collects fifth Silver . d  asid-lt would, be:"quite someAlhie".befom n sh]ibashvi]l*coUld be mov d from. the hospital, i 
• ' ' 8avast* officials refused comment, on the• aceldeut and 
• . ' would not Confirm a.report that~Shllbashvili'S m01~ar; who. 
EDMONTON (CP)  -- Marita Payne of Concord,'Ont., Svetlana Zorina of the Seviet Unicm was second,at 6.81 isalsohincoach.hadbeen~fformedoftheacclde~tandwas 
collected the fifth silver medal for Canada at the World 
University Games track and field competition Sunday night 
with a second-place finish in the women's 300 metres. 
Payne, a member of the silver-medaillst 4x430 relay team 
iseturdoy night, chased Randy Givens of .the U.S. to a 
winning time of 22.47 seconds. 
-Payne's time.wus 22.62 while Grace Jackson of Jamaica 
was third in ~-"~69.' ,. . . .  ' • " " -,:i ~.. 
Canada's other-potential medalllst, 'Angslla Taylor of 
Toronto, faded to fourth. - 18.67 .metres.," :;' 
Rosemarie I-Iauch of Chestervtlle,:Ont., placed seventh 
with 15.53 metres.* "" =-' 
The men's 200 final saw Innocent E~nlk e win Nigeria's 
fifth gold of the track competitions with a time of 20.42..Two 
American runners -- Elliott Quow, 20.46, mid Bernard .Kathy Roberts wasa cheerfullager'after placing second 
Jaekson,~20.57, took the silver andbronze medals. ' ~ in the women's ection of the inaugural Games marathon 
The Nigerians, who had never won a gold medal of any " Saturday night. 
previous World University Games, now have made a: "It's very tougI~.the last few ml les ,"~e 2~-year-old 
startling impact on" these Games with., their, l~hidn:- I~nden,. GEL,- distance runner. "You have to work on 
contingent - -al l  in the track events. 
CUSMIR IN FORM 
The women's long jump went to Anlsoara Cusmir, the 
Romaninn world record holder. Although nowhere near her  
pending mark of 7.43 metres , she'posted a Gafi~es record 
7.06 en her ftr~t jump. 
and Valy Ioneseu of Romania took third place with 6,r~. en mute to Edmonton. ~ . . . .  . . . .  
Sharon Clarke of Tomnt0 {ailed to qualify for the last three The acoldent happened on Shlibashvlll's eighth dive of the 
jumps after she managed Jtmt 5.~..metres on her third 10~live preliminary eompetltion.: In the midst: Of the  
attempt. Only eight quullfled for the medals competition'-somerusnlts, his head hit the tower bnd he fell m0Uonless 10 
after the first threejumpe, metres into the pool. 
Naialya Lisovakay of the Soviet Union was victorious in "This was the worst thing [ have ever seen," a id  
the women's shot put with a dlstance of 20.43 metres. West Canadian .diver Davld'Snively Of Brockvllle, Ont. 
• German Claudia Loach'was econd,at '/8.81'and'. Natalya ':'semething like this Inakes me wonder if l.want toever do 
Akhremenk0of the Soviet Union tookthlrd with a throw of . that (five." - - .,i 
The only0ther'diver at the Games attemptlng th~ d~ve 
• that only, became ligible for competition in ~ J~uary is 
concentrating,, especially when you know yoar placing Is 
good and you don't want .to blow it." 
Robe .m finish~l second to Briton Sarah Rowell for the 
4~..19~..hilometre (26-mile, 385-yard) race through the 
streets and along throt~ghways ~- surrotmding 
H A . _ _  
CommOnwealth Stadium. " university 
Gc mes 
I 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  Meda l  EOMONTON ' {CP} - -  coun-  
Jaek Dunohun, S2-year.o]d head coach of the men's team, etondlngs error t0/~ avento at t t~ t ry .by .count ry  po int  standfnBs 
Teams go in 0pPosite!directions 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Canada's top national basketball firing of head coach Don MO~rae. 
teams appear headed in opposite directions in the buildup to_ 
worldchampion Greg.Louganls Of El Cajun, Calif. He 
completed it successfully Sunday night .to ~ the gold 
medal.. . . . . . . . . .  
_ ~Ghlibashvili had mmpleied'the dive in practice, I}ut 
several other divers said they could not.watch im practise 
because l/e,was coming so elose to the platform. 
II I I I I I  I 
World medal and 
po ints  ,standings 
i 
I 
Toronto .for.the bronze . ,  the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los A~elen. has spent eight yenrsdeveloplng his players to the point 
GI.VE.S CANAD. A s~VER. .. ~e  men' s team pulled, off a surpr~.lng gold-medal ,, where they believe they can qualify fo r the Olympics at a 
.~a~yRobettso~k~r0ntogavecanadaasl]verSatarday, ~ perle rose ,  in,be World Univers.ity.,ea~..~ by .d~,eP.ttnK,~,;~,~..a~ .e~. :~t~.P .rQ~a.t So0 Peele, ,BrazH~ i ' "  
pmc~ second to ~arsh Rowel] of Britain in the-women!s the United States and Yugoslavla~ • . - .. "When you're talking about qualitytournamests'around 
marathon. Alesslo Faustini and Giovanni D'Alea gave Italy The.once highly-r~ited Canadian ational women's team, the world, there are only three in amasser basketball,".aid 
• a 1-9. f/nlsh in the men's event and teammate Clandio however, finished sixth in the Games after the sudden Denobae."The Olympics and the world chamPiOnships are 
•. Patrignani won the men's 1,500'metres. departure of seven experienced players who quit over the two of them and l'm not sure whlch would be more 
. important. The third is the World Student Games. 
. WINS GOLD 
!~ Canada won the gold following a nine-point loss to 
" Yugoslavia in the qualifying round. The Cunadinas then BUY  RADE SELL scored an emot/onal 85-77,victory Friday over the U.S, in 
the semifinals and followed with an impressive 93-68 defeat' 
i i of Yugoslavia in the championship game Saturday. RENT GARAGE SALESII The leadership came from the likes of gusrd Ell Pasquale • and centre-for:ward Gerald Kazanowski, both from 
,~sm University of Victoria, and guard Jay Triano, who play~i at HELP  r/ANTED Simon Fraser University in Barnaby, B.C., before moving 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  to GuadalaJera Black Lions in Mexico. : - - 
The togetherness of the men's team is in contrast to the SER VICES women's team, Seven players.quit the national women's 
team after MeCrae was suddenly dismissed lust month by 
-- Basketball Canada. 
and many / n  th ~e seven, plus. an aeslstnot.coaeh~ feel they were 
betrayed by management and showed their loyalty to 
m o r e  e McCrsa with their suede departure just days beforethe 
• World University Games began July..l, 
Assistant coach Wayne Hussey took o~er and directed the 
remaining players through six games hem. The women lost 
63-60 Sunday to West Germany in the contest to determine 
fifth place, Earlier losses to China and-Yugoslavla took 
..... . . . . .Canada out of the medal round. 
- Canada upset 
words o s s  the World University Games, the Canadian men's vol!eyb~ll team lost the three that counted Sunday, leaving CObs with the gold medal. 
~1 " " The Canadlans,-who. had been brimmlng with. brash 
confidence during the nine.day tournament, collapsed 
s2.00 before the biggest home-town crowd evei" to watch them play. Mum than 12,000.spectators cheered and groaned . . . . .  - ] " ...,. through the i2..16, I~-IS, 16.14, '15-8 Cuban victory. . . . . .  ' _ _ . _0HLY  • ,~y  defeated South Korea 5-2, 15-3,15-8 to win the 1 day .____L2__ . _ ,  *_. bran. 
' " " ' " ~4 ~%.+~ : ~ ~ " -- --r " "  "Th.ey. dldn't be.at us, we bent oUrsalves,,, seld Terry 
.. ~ ~ ~:i/i i ' Danyluk of Edmonton as the dejected Canadians, clutchlng 0 o . _  " Cuban coach !dolo Hermra Delpd0 was kinder. 
nleeuti!e!i, day.. __i. "$71160 
3 co  ___'__OHLI' ~ "I think Canada today played very well and Cuba played 
~t Its verybent, If Cuba had not played its very best, .we 
would, not have. won." 
. . Cuba showed great poise under pressure in~ the third 
i then went on 'to win 16-14. The Canadians a id  that march 
game. Trailing 14-7, they ran off five straight :points and 
turned the match around . . . .  
dayL 5 consecut ive  _ . _0 l tV  I " The Canadians, who had thoroughly outclassed their 
. . . . . . .  opposdllon through the tournament with ldnpoint passes and 
' = ~ ~" : strong hitting, were off their game Sunday, The spikes went 
See our handy  clip out coupon on page 8 out, the sets were too low, the blocks leaked. 
• Strangely enough, Canada played the Sdme team a month 
ago in Czechoslovakia and whipped them' three straight. 
. . . .  The Canadians leave today for Indianapolis and the North 
i t  ~ • American Olympic qualifying toarnammt. 
Yo  want • " . . . . . . . . . . .  r_. . ....... r. Danyluk said the second-place finish, the best ever for a • ' '~  i i" - Canadian volleyball team at the Games,.will give the team ,or ,he Ciassifleds ahoostforthequallflers.TheymustbeateveryteainotSer 'than the United States and Cuba ~- who have already. 
qualified --  to win a berth in the Los Angeles Games next 
year. 
Canada's best previous finish was sixth, which they 
,,~ accomplished in 1970, 1978 and 1961. 
p 
Wor ld  Un lwrMty  Games:"  a l tar  107 cents  k t  t~o World 
• _ : " . •o ld  S i lver  Bronze Un lvor l l ty  Games {t0.5-4.s.|-1 
~ov le t .  Umon Sd 31 35 fo r  f i r s t  s ix  p lK l f lge) :  , 
un l too  : iS lovos -10~ , i2O,.  )31..~'~',~Sd~IM :Un ion ; , ; : , * ' ;  < '  * '  151 
Canada 9 ; S ,  . 17 ~, , ;United Statelb ,, • ,. 3d4 
' ;  ' t S Y " . S ' ' I 0 " ' i = ~'S~ ~ d =" ~ . . . . . . . .  ~4  
Romania  4 I t  S I ta ly WJ 
: Ch ina S S 4 Romania I13~4 
N iger ia  5 O O China l |UVt 
Japan  2 3 .  $ Japan  90VI- 
Br i ta in  : 2 -. 3 . Wel t  Germany 83 
Cuba 2 O 3 F rsnco  I,lVJ 
Aust ra l ia  2 O g Br i ta in  13~ 
Franco  I s s Cuba " " 40~A . 
West  •ormany 1 S 2 " N iger ia  S0 
Be lg ium I I 0 Austral ia " 3L,=s~ 
Braz i l  1 O 2 Brazi l  " " 34 
Nether lands  • 3 O Nothorlands . - : -~ 33 
Yugos lav ia  0 2 1 Poland !11 
Po land  O 2 O Bo lg ium " 15. - CzKhoslovoKI I  O I 0.  Yugos lav ia  ' .10 
Senegal  0 I O Caechoslogeklo 
Tanzan ia  o 1 o South Korea S 
Aust r ia  O O 1 Hungary  7 
Barmudo 0 O I Spain 7 
Hungary  0 0 I New Zealand " 6 
J lm l lC l  O 0 1 Austr ia . " S 
Tun is ia  O 0 1 Jamaica  S 
- Now Zealand - o ,  0 -- !-- .Sehegi l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $- . -  - 
South Korea O O 1 Tanzania S 
Training begins 
THOUS/~D OAKS, Calif. (AP) --  DallasCowhoys, newly 
arrived in training camp, are finding It hard to ceaL'entrate 
solely on football since news broke of an inventigat/on 
linking five players With cocaine use. - ........... 
o "If I was in a player's hoes, sure I'd be distracted," 
Cowboys coach Tom Landry said. ~"I wouldn't be able to put 
my complete coneentration business." 
The National Football League team's, tralning camp 
began Sunday amid reports running backs Tony Dorsett 
and Ran Springs and defensive nds Harvey Martin and 
Larry Bathes have been mentioned by federnl bfflciais in 
connectlon with cocaine use. Wide receiver T0ny Hill, and 
Martin were subpoenaed last Week to testify in a tidal of s 
m~ indicted for cocaine smuggling, 
All are starters but Bathes, . : 
Lendry said he doesn't plan to discipline or dismiss any of 
the players, only ~o closely monitor the situation, 
"Obviously, I dori't plan to take any action against hem 
at this time,, I~dry  said. 
"There isn'.t much here that I didn't really ,already 
kn0w." 1. • 
The New York Times reported the .players' eonnecUon" 
Saturday and Cowboy president Tex Schramm coal,'reed.- 
It; 
The Dallas Times Herald reported Sunday fet[eral agents 
also threatened toeharge Dersett, the team's tar running 
baek, with possession of cocaine unless he testified against 
his teammates. 
D0rsett refused to to,persia. 
Landry said he had be~ aware of cecalnouse on his team 
through .t~,, L ~ty  personnel last season, when Cowboy 
n~umes~;~'~e ~t ioned  in eounection with convicted 
cceain edealer John R.ussell Wel~ter and Elias Murback, a 
Brdzlll~n who pluadedgullty odr0g smuggling'in Dnllas~ 
"That was the' beginning of the prod, am we've 
establlch~ totake'ears of oar own house. But we've known 
about his pr0blbm fot,.~me tlme." ~. 
On Wednesday, Hill und ,~.Mar~.wL~'e Subpoenaed to 
appear as witnesses in the case next month of Lauribarto 
lgnaclo, who was indicted by a 8rapd Jk0"y last Api'fl for 
allege~ly conspiring to/smuggle oeniua from Brmdl to 
Texas. ~ : " 
Landty said he wouldn't want his players to undergo an 
extensive ~ rehabllitatlonpro~,am. :. 
"There is nothing here that would make me beHave, that 
any of our players would I1~cl to go into a i'ehahilitatlon 
clinic for the ~.day. program." : ~ . • 
It's not the first time past or present Cowboy players have 
beenassoelated with drug use. Bob Hayes was convicted for 
distributi~ c~ine and spent six months in prison; Former 
,linebacker Thomas Henderson admitted, hovtng a heavy 
ebeaine habit, spending up to $I,000 a day. 
.- . ,  . .  
" i , i/The io ta la '  ~Su~day 'for Mi lwaukee:"  ~thls season :~" ,  
"'~ ,Bt~wers:and Chicago White Sox were 2i -• ,  ~:' A,,gels siBed.Sox 3 
• .• runs,•~:hits• ~ and 251 mi, utas.:•:~l: ' • ~,.,~t: Boet m;•Rlck ] 
• i~,', The •fo~-h~r; ~1-~ute~s!ngfest; 'won ~••'~i~a~ ri~d•~.i 
~ 12- 9 by the Brewers, was t~ ~ !ongest nine-': , //,a' four-run, S~,~nth J 
~ml,g~e inAmeriCan ~ngue b~ebo]i i i~ost~ 0n~:3-~ wll 
histrory,~surpassing ' the 3:57 WhiCh~.'! ::.: th~/fffth:,Off* Wiener 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  .•• ..~. __ . . . . .  - . . . . .  
on~ and.Reggll 
singles to cal 
, Jim .Ri~e 'nu 
!: q• f iltll'.ofJ Tommy John,,Ri~e'a ;/ 
.. Clevelatid u~ed. to. heat BoSt~)h .~USi~r • . . ...- ~3rd'0fthe S~son9 But RaWornia ~ced .: 
lydzqtcynbyl3e3 . , .  • " ~-,~'~' ;.;~ ."~lbSei".i3hu~eHurst'ancl Bohstenleyin:  
~ UNDATEV ~-W~kendLRo..dup~ : ,  i ,/i':-,//~!~:~ms:/V~ien.ne .led,Off wlth~a.~s~e; :~ 
By TheAssodnted Pre;,S ~: .:-;~•...!". ~ ~= ~~~ ~Bobb~,' Gri(~h walked, a~nd 'ha  Polrs*6ne. ~ 
- . . :  .,The/~etals~ Sunda~;~. f0r ~ MllW~aukee.i:';!;":out;~-seoringslng!e c .hosedHurst: ~tm -~', 
: " •BreWers:ahd.:.Cl~.cag0:•~i~S0~!iwe ~ 2 i  i ii'!: : ianothe~:out~C]ark '• .scor~ ~)n a~sged bal l  ;• 
. "~; '~ '~I~ and~lminutee: . , /~ .,• ;,.i: •.:!.:/' to tie•thegenie; Rod Carew'waS*walked• • 
' " ,The four-ho.i:, i!~minute~.,sli,gfest, Woii-:. i • :int~tibr~ally, Burleson bi'okeLthe tie with:.~: 
. 12-gby.thelBrewers;Wns t~]ongestrnii ie~ i '~L':hts:/*sing le 'and Jacksbndro~,e. inad  ~ 
• ' innin~gam0 inAmeflcanLenguebaseba U .. ~ insurace/.un~. ' .:. i ' , / "  *~ "•  
• history, s LIrpasaing the; 3:57 ~ wh ich : "  Ymike~ 6 Royais4 : ~. .  
Cl~velandusedtoheatBmtbnla-0onApril ' 'A t ,Kansas  City~ Don Baylor and Lou 
10 19~; '~. ~ *] :'.i.;:" " ' ,  -:Piniellaldrove, in two ru~=apl.ecetohelp 
"I d0n't ~are how longit takes to phiyas RayFontenot post his first major league 
long:as We win them/' said Milwaukee vi_qto~; 'Fontenot, .making his secant) 
manager Harvey Kuenn. ,'.'That's what's .appearance, scattered flv~ hits before he 
important to me.": . . ,- .~-.-. develoi~ed a bltster..on his pitch ng hand 
In other AL action; .Toronto BlueJays • '~ and le~t'with'one out inthe seventh after 
downed Texas Ra~rs  i6-4,,.CaWoi'nik' :..: ":..all0~!ngthreerens, tw0ofthem unearned.'; 
Angels defeated BostOn :Red Sox:'5-3~: New .,.* 'I- "~e  y ~  knocked out PaulSplittorff 
York Yankees turned/l~ck~.Kam~] City :" : with~-five runs in  the third, including 
Royals 6-4, Detroit Titans shaded Qakland 
A's 5-3, Baltimore Orioles blanl~e(i-Seattle 
Mariners, 2-0 and'Minnesota. Twins beat 
Cleveland Indians 6-4." .,.. 
On Saturday, itwas: Toronto 5; Texas I; 
~ Boston 10, California 3; cb/.cago. 8, 
Mflwaukec 3; Seattle 3 ,  Baltimore 2; 
Oakland ~.3, Detroit l; Minnesotz/ 3 
Cleveland 2; and Kansas City 3, Now York 
2, - - 
DRIVES IN F iVE  ' , ' ", 
At C~es*go, Ted Simmons*drove in five . 
runs, incliidlng a tie-breaking, two.ran 
single in the eighth inning, as Milwaukee 
won fur the 10th time in its last 13 games. ~ 
Paul Molitor was hit by a pitcl~ from. 
leser,Sal0meBarojas, the third of 'five. 
• ~Chicago pitchers; leading Off the Brewers' 
eighth andwas forced at second. However, 
Robin Yount and Cecil Cooper both walked 
to load the bases for Simmons, who ripped 
a sharp Single upthe middle. 
Cooper scored on a sacrifice fly by Ben 
Ogiivie;who hit a sol0 home/" in the fourth 
end a~ run-scoring single in the seventh, 
end Milwaukee scored two more runs in 
the ninth on Jim Ga~/iner's rnn.produein~ 
s~le  and n triple by Yount.. 
Reliever J imS latm was .the winner, 
although he allowed five runs, including a 
three-run homer in the seventh by Grog 
Luzinnki that tied the score 7-7 and a two- 
run shot in the ninth by rookie Ran Kittle, 
his 20th. 
mue Jays 6 Rangers 4 
At Toronto, Buck Martinez hit a two.run 
l~yl0~'s*tw0-run double and ran-scoring 
singles ,by. Graig Nettles, Pinlella-and 
Steve iyalbuni. 
l;ige~'5 A's.3 
• At Detroit, LVANCE Parrish slammed a 
grand slam home run t6 cap a .five-run 
rally lie the bottom of the ninth inning. 
Chrls Cediroli, ~ who limited Detroit o two 
singles through eight innings and retired 
.16:b.a. t te rs . in  a row, walked.pinch-hitter 
Aiah~Trammell to stai-t he ninth and gave 
up:a'single to Lou Whitaker. 
Tom-Bargmeier surrendered a run- 
producing single to pinch-hitter Larry 
Herndon and John Wockenfusa, another 
pinch hitter~drew a walk from Dave Board 
tQ loud the bases and set the stage for 
Parrlsh's,ulnth homerun, which came off 
Jeff Jones. • 
Ortolan:2 Mariners 0 
At Baltimore, rookie Miny Ayala after 
Ralllmore lusded the bases with the aid of 
two misplayed bunts broke a scereless tie 
in • th~ seventh inning. 
Eddie Murray opened the inning with a 
single'off Matt Youfig and took second 
when Young bubbled Gary. Roenicke's 
_ sacrifles bunt. Ken Singleton followed with 
another bunt which Young fielded, but 
third baseman Jamie Allen dropped the 
• throw, loading the bases. Murray scored 
on Ayala's fly ball and Roenicke scoi'ed on 
a wild pitch. 
Twins 6 Indians 4 
At Minneapolis, a solo homer by Randy 
Bush and a run-scoring single by Ray. 
i 
t 
: Cross, 
~R (L'P) - -  Big ~str 
goal .~r ing binge 
i~eld~ut down a ~ 
ly niglit as the ~Wt 
~undny's only North 
:'~eir SiXth ~•• 
soc~r:crowd imilei" the dome at the~r/e~,~B.~i'Place :ii 
i S tad juh i th i s rseason ,m6ved the Whitecaps'28 points 
' ~e~d.of tiie :~  . Cosm0s in thebattie' for  the lengue's :I 
~overall~pointa le d.~. :~, ~ ' • • : :  " =- 
. .  The Cosmos were•without injured forward Giorgio" ,  
• Chinsglia:andFranz! Beekenbauet,. the 'architeCt of ~ ' |  
. '  their attack, as  welVas defender Wim Rijsbergan. 
However, Vancouver was missing midfielders 
Frans ,Thijssen and gfraD O'Brien, strikei. Alan 
Taylor and defenders Mark Nickeas end Mike 
Sweeney in their club-record ninth consecutive win at 
home. ~ 
I ~ , who now ~ S 10 g~ ~ in his last l0 games, •
Opened the scoring-at 15:Ol when he.tooka through 
hall from Terry Felix/making his first NASL start, at 
the top of the penalty area and broke in alone to easily 
heat Cosmbs goalkeeper Hubert Birkenrnsier. 
Vancouver almost made it 2-0 seven minutes later 
after* some clever foutworkln the penalty area by 
Peter Beardsley who played midlleid because of 
Vancouver's injury problems. Beardsley sl ippeda 
hall to Cross but Cross's tap-in from the near post was 
ruled offside. -, 
Beardsley end Cross combined at 27:46, however, 
when Beardsley intercepted a New York ~clearing 
• pose in front af.defe~der Robert Iarusci then laid the 
bali off to Cross who dribbled around Birkenmeier 
and calmly waited until he had the perfect shot 
betwoen the scrambling Cosmos defence for his club- 
leading 12th goal. 
Felix had an excellent chance to give Vancouver 
the maximum nine.point victory when his cl0se-in 
shot from a Shaun Lowther cross caught he toe of 
Birkenmeier wholater robbed Beardsley who worked 
into the clear after stealing a hall at midfleld. 
The 10~st Cosmos chance was a free kick by Julio 
Cosar Romero but flu-ridden Vancouver goalkeeper 
Tino Lettieri lipped it wide to earn his lcague4eadlng 
seventh shutout and lower his goals-against average 
to 0.76. 
It was almost acase of who was not playing for both 
teams although th~ Cosmos'had ll three players who 
'scored against Vancouver in the 3-0 New York win 
June 29 at Giants Stadium in their lineup. 
Chinaglla suffered a pulled hamstring in New 
York's last'outing, a 4-0 win over Tearn Amerkia, 
Bonkenbauer was in West Germany for the funeral of 
former Cosmos coach ~ Hennss Weisweiller and 
Rijshergen was out With a strained knee. 
Mike Fox of the Cosmos cored two goals in 
Hamilton, Ont., Sunday in the United States' 3-2 win homer, Jesse Barfield and Willie Upshaw Smithin the sixth inning brought the Twins 
added solo shots and Dave Slieb snspped a from behindand gav0 them a winning over Canada in Pan-American Games qualifying 
play. 
personal three-game lOsing streak as the streak of more than one game for the•flrst Sweeny, and Nickeas,weresidqlined with ~nkle and 
~Blue Ja~b"~mpleteda.s.woepaf a~three- -.~,-lime.since Jane 16. !L.,..-:::. ,,,; .... ~ . ,fo~.~'injd~eb~q~,~"~t~vely~Zq~jaF i~ ~Toi,,~six,".':~ 
• game series betWt~ ~ tllvm~(~n leaders. Ti ;~i~g 4-3, against Juan. Eiehelhet~er, • we~s With Icnee •l)i~0blems, Thijssen has a hamstring 
Stieb,. who hadn't won since June 17, Bush, who singled a run home in the third poll and O'Brien missed action with a groin strain, 
.defeated Rick Honeycutt, the league's 'inning,. opened the sixth with his eighth 
came&run average leader..The three homer. With'two out, Run washington. 
homers off Honeycutt were one more then 
he had given up in 1302-3 previous innings 
singled, stole Second and seared on Smith's 
single. 
Advance bests Canada ! 
NEWPORT, R.I. (CP) --  
Ad~,anee, the hard-luck 
-Australian 12-metre" boat, 
won its first race Sunday 
, since the America's Cup 
-trials began, best ing 
Canada 1 by four minutes 
after some early 'Ca~nadlan 
problems. That made it a 
day ~ominated by the 
Ausaiee. 
Australia II, the leading 
light among the challenging 
nations, scored a two- 
minute," 3~secon~, ' victory 
over the British~j~ndidate, 
Victory '83. .~!~/ ~ 
Challenge 12~ust ra l ia  
turned back a I~ id  by the 
Italian ya~t,:,,~.~ ~u~a, and 
won by 1:50. "We could not raise the 
With 24-year-old Iain chute on the second leg," 
Murray at the wheel, said Canadian spokesman 
Advance ~tretehed a one- I Gordon Smeaton. "It's the 
second edgo at the start to 
2:20 at the first mark, then 
streaked ahead to lead by 
11:50 nt the sncgnd mark as 
Canada I couldn't raise its 
spinnaker. 
P, ac i~ over a full 24.3- 
naut ica l -mi le  Olympic 
course, the Canadians, with 
Terry McLau~hlin of 
Toronto I as. Skippar~ cut 
down the iiiargin to 4i41 by 
the fifth~ mark but could not 
overtake the ~usaiee. It was 
Advance's first yietory in 20 
races. -' 
"1 
St ts Cxnd Standings 
• AMERICAN LEAGUE Runs '" betted In: Dawson, 
AB R 'H Pot Montreal, 66; Murphy, Atlanta, 
.Csrew, Cel 241 38 97 •403 61; Hendrlck, St, Louis, 60.. 
Bogus, BUS 29:1 51 105 .360 Stolen Nsoi;: Rslnes, Mon- 
-Brett, Ken 197 47 69 •350 trnah 36; Wilson, New York 31; 
Griffay, NY :140 36 80 .333 Sox,•L.os Angeles, 29• - 
McRee, Ken :119 41 93 .322 Pitching (7 decisions): .Ryon, 
Thornton, CIS 358 4& 03 .318 Houston, 8.1, .849, 1•97; F;,Icone, 
AImon, Oek 230 .20 73 .317 Atlanta, 7-1~ .075, 2.51; Monte. 
Whltokero Det 326 40. 103 •316 fusco, San Diego, 7.1, .070, 4.21;. 
same old problem, r~gging 
problems on the mast." ..::. 
He said the support crew 
• may change the mast on 
Canada 1 on Tuesday, her 
next bye 'day. The 
canadians now have a 7-14 
record/~ 
"We've had our share of 
bad luck, but I think that's 
out the windo~ now,!' said a 
jub i lant  Advance  
spokesman Nell Wyld. 
"Advan oe has got to be the 
most, improved boat in the 
series. 
"I felt,in my own mind 
there is some magic •t.obe 
found in this boat." 
Seven challenging 12- 
metres from five countries 
are in the second of four sets 
of h'iais .in Rhode• Island 
Sound to determine a 
challenger .to face- the 
American defender •in the" 
September finalS for the. 
America's Cup, a symbol of 
sailing supremacy since 
!851. 
Vintage putting 
produces victory 
BOISCHATEL, Que. (CP) - -  Lee Trevino knows he can't 
hit a golf ball as far as he used to, but his putting was in 
vintage form and that helped him win the Canadian 
-Professional Golfer' Associatian championship Sunday. 
Trevin0, who led or shared the lead in every~ro.und, fired a 
final-round 70 to finish the 72-hole tournament 17 strokes 
under Par at 371, three ahead of Tommy Nakajlma of 
~Japen, That was seven in front of Dave Barr of Kelowna, 
B.C., the low Canadian in theLteurnament, which was held 
at the par 72, 6,525-yarde~qoyal Quebec Golf Club course. 
Through 14 holes, Barr was 11 under, within reach of the 
second-place Nakajlma, who was 13 down at that point. But 
Barr three-putted fora double.bogey six on'the 15th, ending 
his second-place hopes. 1 
Trevino, who had expected Nakajima to challenge for the 
lead, wap never in any danger as the charge simply never 
materialized. Hesaid the tur~g l~int came on the 10th. 
"I hit a barites hot on the 10th and then chipped about 10 
feet short," he said. "Nakajlma had about a 15-to 18-foot 
putt for birdie. 
"If he had re.ode that, and I had missed, and then he'd 
birdied, the 11th, it would have been a different ball game." 
DOESN'T MAKE IT 
Nskajlma didn't make it. He two-putted for par and 
Trevino sank his 10-footer. The Japanese player then 
bogeyed ~L 
Trevino didn't miss many putts when they counted. He 
entered the final round with s four stroke lead on Nakajima, 
rolled in a 20-foot birdie-putt on the first hole Sunday to 
increase the lead to five strokes. 
, Ju ly  
~en the easiest , f  times fo~. 
. Or  Dan'yl Sb~awberry, a~ reiie~er Donnle 
alded.rookies:~. ~ ~ . "  . ~ 0dt*laterlwbeil 
day, they did ~me goodfor ' do l~b l~p~ grl 
and . . . . .  their. National League, ,: ,: ' The Bra~es t 
: . ,  
~f the eigh~ with a tri~)le off 
~inl Moore, 2-1, and scored one: 
w~e!i 01iver'beat'out a potenilal ..... 
as~ ounder to the mound.' • i -,. 
es ra~ied from a 6-3 dafi~t to. 
me'in th~ eight h~n BoblHoni~'s ~~. 
• s .jus~ autue  mmg m my 
ivan'[ been able to ~orrect iL
the slump i~.behind me."  
:meenwhile;'was oniy'l-for: 
sa!d,••B..rock,,,:who,::::~':Pldladelphiao~/er C i~ inn~t i . :  •'::: : , ' . . : ; /  •• 
g .2/9 and ~nirec]in .:.:i ~ !:"ByStr0mi: 3-4,, developed a ~bltsb~r "on ~/ : 
haven?t3ost any~i//ifinger Of hfs pitohhigh~ndi foreJllg,Lhimlto :." 
:little"*thing"h . . . . . .  /: leave.i the ~mei:-after Hve,innlngs.li *He : 
n l~  curt( Scattered ~b i ts .and  s~rUckout seven, 
~  is  . behind : for his'season high. R0n Recdand 
~Holland pre~ed the shutout; .with the 
game time heforo • latter3~Un~ his seventh sa~,;e. 
~pr0~ding the Mets With their winning runs 
~_ in. the.eighth. ' " : . . . . .  , . 
, " 'Tm not up there looking any mo~,"" 
s t ra~!~ry  said after his ninth homer of 
theseas0n. "Now, if they throw me'a pitch 
I can hit, I'mgoing to put it.in.the stands." 
EXI?OS DOWN *BRAVES 
"Elsewhere in the NL, Montreal beat 
Atlanta' 7-'6, Philadelphia - stopped 
Cincinnati 2-0, St. Louis turned back Sen 
Diego 4-2 and San Fra~isco took a pair 
from Chicago, 12-0 and 4-2. 
On Sara'day, itwas: Atlanta 8, Montreal 
5; Chicago 4; San Francisco 2; Cincinnati '
2, Philadelphia 1; Houston 7, New York 3; 
Los Angeles 10, Pittsburgh 3; and St. Louis 
12,. San Diego 4. 
The Pirates ~nd 3-1 entering the bottom 
of the third when the Dodgers rallied for 
three tues._Dusty 9aker's ground-rule 
double brought in one run before Brock' 
singled home the tying and go:ahead runs. 
Brock also singled,home the Dodgers' 
fifth run lethe fifth inning. 
The Dodgers added five runs in the 
eighth in a ral ly keyed by Pedro 
Guerrero's two.run "single to make a 
winner of Burt Hooton, 8-2, who won his 
.eleventh-consecutive decision. * 
In New York, Strawherry came through 
with his ~vinning.homer aftor Hubie Brooks 
led Off the eighth with a single. 
" I  had no thoughts of allowing 
Strawberry to bunt," said Mats manager 
• Frank Howard. " l  wanted him to shoot for 
.the hole." 
"I don't coddle or baby any of my 
players," headded. , I was well aware that 
he didn't look good in striking out his two 
previous times at bat, but I wanted to take 
a shot and see what happened." 
Expos 7 Braves 6 
Tim Raines scored from third on AI 
Oliver's forcoout groandei, in the eighth 
inning, *lifting .Montreal over Atlanta. 
.The Phillies'~eered their first run in the 
second inning on Diaz's RBI single, then 
added arun in the ninth off Mated Soto, 9-8, 
on a bases.loaded walk to Tony Perez. 
Cardinals 4 Padres 2 
'Glean Brummer.caR~'d a four-ru~, 
ninth-inning rally•with a two-run double as 
St. Louis came from behind to beat San 
Diego. 
Mark Thurmond and reliever Lois 
DeLeon had shut dawn the Cardinals on 
fot~r hits until Steve Braun tripled with one 
out in the ninth. George HENDRICK 
THEN SOCKED AN RBI single,' his third 
hit of the game, and Gary Lucas, 4-5, 
relieved DeLeon, '. 
•Lucas urrendered a single to Andy Van 
$1yke, and when Tommy Herr followed 
with a single to left, Hendrick scored the 
tying ~run when Padre-catcher Terry 
Kennedy dropped Alan Wiggins's throw 
hone. 
Brummer followed with~ his twO-run 
double that gave the victory to Dave Van 
.Ohlen, 2-2, the second of three Cardinal 
pitcher. 
Giants .I0-4 Cubs 2 
t 
Joel Youngblond drove home the 
winning run in the eighth innin~ with his 
third hit as Sen Francisco came from 
behind to wina slugfost with Chicago in the 
first game of their doubleheader. 
Youngblood, who scored four runs and 
drove in three, snapped an 8-8 tie by 
singling home Johanie LeMaster, who 
walked and Stole second. 
Youngblond scored one out later when he 
stole Second, took third on an error and 
came inou Jeff Leonard's third lO.131 hit. 
Atlce•Hammaker rebounded from his 
embarrassing seve~.run shelling in the all- 
star game to pitch the Giants past he Cubs 
in the second game. Hammnker, 10-4, 
scattered nine hita, struck out four and 
didn't walk anyone in the nightcap. 
G .... 'z singles out two 
Denny Gonzalez singled ~..pair of runs, and Calvin Mouasterio's two-run single 
with two out' in the 10th Moore, who had a solo and Tim Krauss' RBI 
inning, then scored on a hit 
and a throwing error to give 
Hawail'a 4-3 Pacific Co~st 
League victory over  
Portland Beavers. 
Other PCL.games Sunday Wilbo~'s third homer of 
saw Los Vega*s edge the season put Phoenix 
• Vancouver 4-3, Albuquerque ahead. 5-0 in the ~ fota'th 
down .Tacoma 0-5, and inning. A double* play 
Phoenix get past Edmonton grounde~ in the fifth gave 
6-4. Salt Lake was rained the Giants a 6-0 lead. 
out at Tucson. Edmonton came back 
Hawaii's Doug Frobel" with three runs in the 
drove in one run with n seventh inning on Juan 
homer in the sixth: inning. : single. 
In Phoenix, Ted Wilborn's Jerry Narron's solo 
home run helped the Giants homer lending off the ninth 
hold off Edmonton. made it 6-4 before Phoenix 
reliever Jeff Cornell 
notched his 13th save and 
preserved the win for 
starter Brian KOran .  
Phoenix ripped Trapper 
loser Rick Steirer for three 
runs in the first on Guy 
Suhrz's RBl..single and 
Kelvin Torve's tw0-ru'n 
double. .' 
• ~mer  and scored a second 
time to help the Islanders 
build a 3-1 edge• 
Frohel slammed his 17th 
homer of the year in the 
.fourth inning. 
In the sixth, Frobel 
walked, nedi Vargas 
singled and _Gonzalez 
walked to load the haSee. 
Frobel scored on a grounder 
by Bobby Mitchel.. 
The Beavers came back 
• to tie the gam e in ~ ninth 
as Steve Jeltz singled with 
one out, pinch hitter Jerry 
Keller drilled an 0-2 pitch 
for a single and Juan- 
Samuel doubled off the 
center field fence for two 
runs.  
In Vancouver, Len Vegas' 
Bobby Brown singled, 
doubled and slugged a 
homer to help defeat 
Vancouver. 
Brown and Jerry Turner 
Sat, July9 
JACKPOT 
$513,930.60 
JACKPOT CARRIED 
j i6119:2!29J 4 l 
THE 6 WINNING NUMBERS 
WIN IN ANY ORDER 
NO. OF 
PRIZE CATEGORY PRIZES 
JACKPOT A 
6 OUT OF 6 WINNING 
NUMBERS 
BONUS J~_lJ 
NUMBER 
APPLIES TO~ 
5 OUT OF a + ONLY 
PRIZE VALUE 
WIN 
Carried 
Over 
Simmons, Mll 390 34 91•314 Perez, Atlanta, 10-2, t3~lt :1•46; . . /The  race committee held 
Yount, Mi l  306 60 96 •314 Hooton, :I LO ' ~n~ • J . . ,  ~" ~' "8~'  ' up  start of the races  more  
Doubles: McRse, Kansas '3.341 R~getk, Monfrekl, 12o3, than two hours as thelight 
Clty~ 26; Perrlsh, Detroit, ~; '.BOO, 2•94/ 
Triples: ~erndon, Detroit, 7; .Strikeouts: Carlton, Philo: winds backed f rom 
Wilson, Detroll;, 6# Griffin TO. dniphlo, 141;. Solo, Cincinnati, 
ronto, 6; seven tied With 5. 130; McWIIIInms, PittsbUrgh, northwest to southwest at 
Home runs: Rice, Boston, 23; 109• 
Kit#in, Chicago, 20. Reardon, Montreal, about  eight knots, •, 
Runs butted In: Rice, Boston, "130;ev;:droslnn Atlases, "1|; Ln• Australia l l ,  the 'most 
60/ Kirtle, Chicago, 60; COOl~ler,' qolln, S~?~ Fro~lclsco 12•. suecessful 12-metre here 
M,weo,n, S~.. "~':'~' " : With a 19-2 record, led all the 
"My problem lately has been a lack of concentration," slammed, back-to-back 
saidTrevi,o, who won the CPGA in1970, the oniy other tim e doubles: in the fourth. .L
he has entered it. "But here I was stalking those putts like I Turner scored in the inning 
used to, like I really wanted them." on a pair of infield 
Trovino is a three-time winner of the Canadian Open and groundouts. 
has won the U.S. and Brllish Opens twice each. He said his Brown hit h s second 
C]PGA.victory is heartening heading into the 1983 British homer in two games to lead 
Open next week at.the Royal Blrkdale caurse, off the. sixth: The Stars' 
Stolen bases: Hdnderson,~ 
Oakland,-4~,r Cruz, Chlcogo, ~•q,  ' " i NASL - 
• Pitching "(Y docisldns): Koos• S';ster-o-. Division" 
man, Chicago, 7-1,-.075, 3.95;_. ~ . . . .  ' W:L~F *'A BP ID 
JechSon, Toro~lo, 0.1, .057, 4•19. Now .-~.York I1" ?~*.47H29 37..101 
Strlkeoutl: Stleb, Toronto,• Toronto I1 "7 37 30 33 99 
113J Blyleven; Clevela6d~ 103.'  ChlcogO J ' '; ,'S" 6 ~30. ,$0. ;|$ 73 
Saves: qulsenberry, Kansas - Montreal,'." ~.~ 11 3Q,45  26 B6 
City, 20; Stanley, Boston,• 16• " SJulbor~t '.biVlslon 
J :  Toles **'F [ ' ' ' 'Or lO  ~gr  02 ~ :14 70 
NATIONAL LEAGUS . -Fort  Laud . 7 9 2B 00 35 66 
. . . .  ~merlca ~ ~ ~ i6 21" I~ 53 
. . . .  AM Ei'H: *.Pat i Tempa • ~ I-~4 10' 5'7 43 24 40 
HnndrlcK, SOL •:110 ~43 98 .350 . Wosttru .Dl¥lllon 
Knight, HOO *~9M;31' 90 ,337 'Vinco4~r16*~ ~41 16 3~'130 
Eealer~ Pgh ... 200 s~l 6~ .3~S *Gotdbn ElY I{~ 4 32 S3:16 06 
Murphy, All *• ~Ip u~|. ~7 .334 SeetlJe 7 9 29 81 9S 65 
Dawson, MOt 333 53,104 ~,323, Son D ago "|  12 10 33" 9 I~ 
MedJock, Pgh 363 35 05 ,333 SIx points oro  awarded fur ' s  
Oliver, Mtl 332 40 104 .323 win, four points for a shoo,out 
LoSmlth, ate 209 30 66 .316 victOry, end one bonus point, for 
Kennedy, SD 207:11 90 .314 every pool scored wit1 • max- 
Thon, HOU 334.40 |05 .314 imum of three per game. NO 
DoUbtea: Oliver, M~ntreol, bonus point la ewurdnd for 
:13; Knight, ~ Houston, S:l; Buck- overtims or shootout. 90alS• 
ner, ChicagO, 21~ Cruz, ;Io.uston, Sunday; I~esult 
21; Hendrick, St• LOUIS, ' vencouvdr 2 New York 0 
Triples: Butler, ' Atlanta, 8; Soturdey Results.'~ 
Morono, Houston, 01 RSlnIC, Tulea 3 Chlcsgo 1 (SO) - 
Montreal, 1; Dawson, Montreal, Fort Leuderdele . 3 Tampa 
6• Bey  2 
Home runs: Swans, Sin ~:ron~ Golden..Bey 2 Sen Diego I 
ClbCO 19; Guerroro, Lot AnB- (OT) 
ales, 19; MU Tuesday  Game 
phy, Atlanta, 19j . Fort Laudnrdule et MOntreal, 
Dawson, MorYlreel 17. '8 p.m. (EDT) 
: ' I  know I can't hit the ball l lke~ did. 12 years ago," said 
way'~tround, and held a 1:50 Trovino, w~o has had two o p~ations to correct a chronic 
advan tsge after the fourth 
;flag! .Vlet0r~/"83, new 14~7, " back problem. ' 'So I have to c~ncentfateon hitting theshots 
:cut that to~44 seconds after better. 
theflfth leg, but could not "This (CPGA vietory) proves to me tiiat i can dolt." 
overtake the leader at the WINS I~0,000 
f in i sh~,  .~ ,, Trevino won $20,000 for his victory, whileNaksjima took 
.... Challenge 12, second home $!1,800. Barr won 1[;7,700 and, as low Canadian, won an 
among the challengers .with 
a 15-5 mark, led by 1.37, 
after the third leg. But the 
l~uliang, 10-10, cut that to 11 
seconds after the fifth leg. 
For the series so far,. 
Austi'alin II has 10P. puint~,, 
Challenge 12 totalS eight 
points, Victory '83 (iontinues 
at 7.6 points, Azzurra six 
points, Canada 1 has 3.8 
points, France 3 (5-15) 
which did not race has 1 .3 .  in We CPGA; Ban" and Halldorson ab~eedy had exemptions 
poin~ and Advance one 
point. 
other run came in the 
eighth, when .'rumor and 
Kevin • McReynolds hit 
singes and Turner scored 
on a sacrifice. 
Canadians catchor Bill 
Schroeder -opened the 
seventh with a ho~e run 
all expenses trip for two anywhere CP Air flies, and singled to begin a two- 
Den Haild0r~on of Brand0n, Man., fired a final-round 70 run rally in the ninth. 
to finish in a tie for' fourth with Robbie P.bflips of Jackson's. Albuquerque's Franklin 
Stubho and, Grsg Schultz 
Point, Ont., who fired a 66 to move UP from ninth after the paced the Dukes' victory in 
third round. Both finished at 280 and~won $5,150. • . - ~ - " ~Tacema. 
GrahmnGuen of Picketing, Ont., was sixth at 281 after ~ L Stubbs had three hits in 
shooting a 70, andhe earned i3,9e0, five at.hats, driving in.two 
Philips, Gtmn...and Daniel Talbot of Beiceil,'Que,,'*who runs ~ with a solo homer in 
finished in a. t ie for ninth, earned exemptions into 'the the fourthanda single in the 
Capadlan Open at Glen Abhey golf cout~e in Oakville, Ont., sixth inning. 
.July, 28-31 . . . . . .  $cboitz brought in throe 
officiuls give exemptinns tothe top three Canadians runs, includlnTg :two with a 
ninth-inning homer. 
becatme they are among the top 125 players On the PGA Tacoma was led by 
money list. Donnie.Hill, who drove in a 
5 OUT OF 6 + .... 
BONUS NUMBER 5 
5 OUT OF  6 
40U]" OF 6 
3 OUT OF  6 
81 
4041 
WIN 
$66,8S7.80 
WIN , 
m68.so 
WiN 
$!27.10= 
79,185 w,. $1o.oo 
/ 
Wmnmg hckeis must be presented in an aulhor=zed Western 
Canada Lottery Foundahon LOTTO 6/49 relailer Iocaled 
wdhm Alberta. Bnhsh Columbm. Mandoba or Saskatchewan 
whe,e Dazes may be Da~d or clam~ forms D,Ov~ded Pr=zes 
musl be clmmed Wdhm the year Iollowmg the d,aw dale 
In the evenl of d,screpancy between Ih=s hsl and the ofhcml 
wmn!ng number s hSL the late, shall prevad 
i 
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ANImAL CRACKERS . • ' . - : .  . .  :- - 
• , ~ ": .,~,  : • ,: . . . . . , , .  . 
SHO E . -bg .  J e f f  macNell 9 
:(June21 to Ju ly22)e~ 
LEO , 
( July23toAug.22) ~ 
The proper balance between 
the AMAZING SPI,DERmRN 
I ~Pl~f W~/V K/V~W9 THAT J'//d g/.t ~ r ,  BLJT THI~ WORI. 
L~," ~ '~ '~ ' ' "  
rALA~, I T~ T I /~f  NV~LIFER.HU/N~N ~f~, J ,  
W¢I . t  .~NLY =CON 
You're'. ; conscientious land " = ..... : z~- ' " • 10 .~Mte  . 31Ba)uv 
will ai~c0mnlinh rnn~. ',hoh " .' " '~  . . . . . . .  : - : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
" "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " ' • • tribe . . . .  usua la tbo~homdmid~gd l>20Greeklettor ~ I ~- :  I ~. I. , , H ~ b ~  :. . . ; ; .  
between you and .a: fan~ly' ' ~- ' :Z4 l~ ish  " elHardwood .. novel ' ' ~&Guld~ . "  
member . . . .  ': '~. • , - . : ' .cc~zser '. tree : :'... 19 Crude metal 40MlssClalre 
~ I I d ~  l ". "Create anew Avg. so!~ti.Ume:, m~. ~ h':~ 
(May21 to June20) ~e~ 3IUIAIMITIEIAIK 1TIAIDI queen .,. 
Col!centrato none ~for ,  " ~ =.ILl I IAIBAIXILIEIUIVlAI ~ Trade " 
suc'cess. D0n't  l scat ter  :: - " ~Keatswork .?  ~ ¢/Scarlett!s 
energies, Creative. ;pursdit~,.. Ml~bJ)~'." F ". ,i home 
are favored, . Romance is also " " , fo r  Ru~ ~ .: 48 war god 
likely. Q-~ " ) 36 Actress CANCER ~IEIRIGDIOINISIOINIOI 49'Reckless ~ 53 Demented Replenish your kitchen cup  51 Spirit; in board~ Stock up on n~slties. : France ' 
Intuition bHngsfinancialgain. ~ ;'ILILIEIRIAITIEIDI I IEI 5~ RelativeS' 
AttendtoduUeschccrfully.. ' " r lE lE lS l i  IPISISIOIDIAI 53 ,--.,;River in ' 
BROOfll-HILDR - b9 Ruuelll.mgera 
"/OL~ E~%PET/~E TO BELIEVE '~! " .--:'.:-.- .I~,%~L~-i~ ingpursuitS. 
- ' - - -  . . . . .  , ' J l :4 - - , ' ,~  • kk ,Z~l l  . M~IE  You'll get ..some. helpful -. 
• I /  " ~ 1".,~..~.-".-. .~ X " ~%,,I ~ I l ~  business advice. Behind-the- 
S~GrrrARIUs • ~ 
x ~ ~.::~!iiiii!iiilii!i:: :i~~i.;.:!~:: investments. Make p~ns to 
visit a friend afar. Your aLLen. 
' : ,d~nce is appr~Inled at a club 
(Dee.~-toJ~n.xg) ~e ~ 
b M Stun'Leeand Fred Klda " businesslt'sag°°dtimet°flnalizeadeal. Be a good 
B.C. bg Johnn 9 Hart 
work and play, makes foreffl. 
ciency I ' and:  contentmenL " 
You'll accompli.~h what you "~ 
. set out to do,. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 
You~ike things orderly and 
today you'll take time to get 
rid of clutter. Be on the 
lookout for value at a 
reasonable price. 
Lm . .n.g'1 
'(Sept. 23 to Oct, 22) 
The emphasis IS on friend- 
ship, You'll, both give and 
receive favors from others. 
Evening hours accent relax- 
L_  
listeher and offer your en- 
couragement to a loved one. 
Loyalty oounis now.' 
AQUARIUS ~t~.~ 
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Loved ones revise plans 
together .for mu~l  sa~fac.- 
Lion. L~gal affairs are 
favored. Solicit help for a 
work project. 
P I~F~ -- . 't~{I;:~. 
( Feb. 19 to Mar,20 )
You're catapulted to the 
limelight today. Career 
chances are to your liking. 
Hard work done in  the past 
pays off nnw! .. 
/ .  
, o  ~,  
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE 
_ . . . 2 • " . . . . .  ' . ,  ., ) " ' . . . 
r P R 61F 
' O:ILL .i ~ 
bg Lgnn John,ton 
- UJ~-RFON& ,. • 
• ' l  
UMT H T8 II 
• , . . • .  
ot .a  n 
to the question. - -  Minis- 
tering In Toronto 
.' . I do agreewith you. 
And 1 •.admire you for 
hav!ng the courage• Of 
~our convictions. But I ~ 
.o Wish the program 
planners all ove~ the 
Pray ing  in  pub l i c  
I ' ve  a lways ,  thought  
that  you  looked at  both 
sides of a prob lem and 
gave  fa ir ,  unb iased ad-  
vice. May  I ask  you to  do  
this  w i th  the quest ion  e l  
'p rayers  a t  publ ic ,  cero-  
monle~? 
I nm a mln is ter  In-m~ . . . .  
E 'vnuge l l~ l  Chr i s t ian  ~ 
denomination. It anyone .... 
~ks me to pray at a pub. .... 
lic event hey know th is . .  
I do not "spring it on 
them." I eanpot pray 
otherwise -- ffWould be 
denying my beilefs~ 
If people want an ~n-  
menlcai prayer at their 
meeting, it Is their right. 
I believe, howeve/', that 
the person who organizes 
the event should ap- 
proach someone Who can 
pray witl~ a more •'uni- 
versa l  f lavor." But, 
please, don't ~sk me to 
pray to the God I love ,, 
and Serve and then ask 
~e to spe~ to h~m ~. ) 
rently than I Imv~ ~t ~ - 
any uther time Inmy ~:~'~ 
: - , - l i f e .  ' : "' - '~ ~ i  
' , . , You  don ' t  have  to " :  
agree  with  me, Ann .; 
Lunders.  Just say you see . 
that there Is andther side ~ 
count ry  would  ask in ad- :  " I 
vance  if the min is ter  is I • ,.will ing to give ~an ecu~ ' 
nten i~. .a l  I nvbcat lon /or '  - 
benedict ion when.  those ' : 
• In  a t tendance  are  o f  
many d i f fe rent  fa i ths .  
ss? -~soN $ 
-. "review 
39 Mend the 
41-Overact -1,25 Br~fi  
~Gamishment. . Answer to yesterday's puzzle,. ~_.~Reticeat. . 
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,..,.~,~Yeeterday'a Ceyploquip --,OLD ~ R  M]~RI'/~D 
, TICKER-TAPE PARADE. 
.......... Today's Cryptoqulp clue: LequaisD. 
11~ Crylmquip Is a dmple oulxtttutko dpim', in which each 
letter wed atsnda for another. If you tidnk that X eqeala O, It 
will equal o throughout ~ pam~e. SinCe letters, abort words, 
and worda wing an apcetrophe can give you c luu to lomting 
vowel& Solution IS :accomplished by trial and error. 
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"Oh,  no l  Somebody 's  b roken  
the  bedroom window."  ' 
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"11  + I "  Partygoers break in 
. _  , . : .  • . .  ' . .~  ~ 
+ NEW+WESTMINSTER, B,C. (cP) , -  
The B.C; Penitentiary, the historic federal 
instituti+unthat was the scene of hostage 
takinp!and ~iois boforo, shutting down 
thr~e~,years~go, is once al'~aIntbe focus Of 
attedtlonfollowing the death Sunday of a 
man who fell.from the roof.of the Imfldin~ 
I ~n'ing a par~. 
RCMPSald David Leo McDonald,: 23, of 
Burnaby,i B.C.,was partyiag with friends 
on the roof'0f the former prison In this city 
south Of Vancduver during the ~early 
morning hours when he fell about 15 
metres tohis " death. " J 
~::Polim said they .am not certain how 
Me.Dmmid ~and'.friands got':Inside the 
prison;.• how.eQer break;ins Imve been 
o~ttrring regularly at the peniisdtla~+ 
~ys New Westminster ,Mayor Tom 
. . . .  Brown said in an interview the Public 
Works Dept. has been ~placing now bolts 
end chains at the institutlen once or twice 
a~'eek, He said the only way he sees to 
prevent the problem IS to tear the building 
down.  
"l'd like to knock the whole thing down," 
snid Brown. "But the land and the building 
belong to the federal gevemment,, soit's 
up to them to do what beylike with i t "  
Brown saidtbe government has put a 
$10;1 mHliO~l: price tag on the building and 
the70 acres of land on which it sits, a price 
New Westminster d y council can't afford. 
He said it Woul~ cost another $2+milllon to 
tear the prison dbwn. - 
• - N.e~ Westminster police aay the Public 
Work~Dept. used to patrol the area, but it 
is now up to local police. Pbilce say th t in 
view of the number of late-night 
wanderers on the pro~rty, the only 
gun.rant~e that this would not happen 
again i s  to. tear the place down. 
The troubled inofltuti'onwas thescone of 
many hostage takings and riots d l~g its 
more than 100-year history. 
In 1978, five prisoners seized ]3 hostsgos 
"and held them for a week before 
Surrending te ~uthoriiles . . . .  
Two years earlier, a 41-h0ur+ hostage 
taking ended when a prison tantlcal squad 
stormed the vault ~where the hostages 
were. A'prison classification Officer, Mary 
Steinbauser, was kliled.in a hail of bullets. 
~r.:. + " " 
- 
:: Ma azine pays its way 
VICTORLA (CP) - -  The that eliminates. the "entire. McGill said the move will 
provincial government's creative steffof tourism," change the nature of the 
dsclalon.:te, turn JSeantLEulJ+:,~J~e, ,'Mid.-- Deautii~,:., B.C~,,,ma6azine. 
B.C, magazine over to the employees were also 
private sector wasn't ~• responsible for "brochures 
prompted by economic and pesters put out by the 
cons!durations; says editor ministry., 
Bryan McGilI. Th e move ~aves the way 
"We pay our way," he for Vancouver media 
said. "We.were projecting a consultant 
profit of half a. million, this :. • former 
year." - 
M~III was commenting 
bH0wieg last week's budget 
announcement hat the 
nlagazine will.be sold and 
that all staff will lose~their 
jobs Oct; 31. 
' + ~C G ~  I "said the 
magasine's role. in 
attracting visitors to spend 
money in the province Wan 
i t s  biggest financial 
8ucc l~8.  
About 30 employees will 
lose their jobs in a move 
"When it is• ,p~vatl=ed, 
they~l have to put ads ~ , ~ ' 1 
+ he said. " I f  they want o sell 
ads, they'll have to put more 
glamorous articles in, l'm 
sure places Ilk e IAllcoet are 
Dave Brown, going tobe forgotten." 
communications Cb'~ LOOSE 
adviser to Premier Bill Other' magazines that 
Bennett, to buy the were cut loose by Finance 
magazine, which has 400,000 Minister Hugh Curtis 
readers, include ForesTalk, • the 
Forest Ministry's award- 
Brown has said he wanted winning publication; 
to buy the magazine and he ~ +Wildlife Review, put out by 
hopes to meet with Tourism+ 
Minister Claude .Richmond 
to discuss a deal. 
Asked if staff members 
might fInd Jobs with the new 
owner, McGiil said: "I 
doubt it. l 'm stwe they'll 
have their own staff." 
,, Plane crashes 
~QUITO (CP) -  An Ec~adorsan jetliner carrying 115 
people crashed in flames today as it was about o land In the 
Andean city of Cuenoa, Radio reportem on.the scene said 
ther~ were no survivors. 
~:The reporters aid officials of the state-owned TAME 
aklIne said the plane was carrying 110 passengers and five 
cm~v members, " 
[lOne report said the plane, a Boeing 737, crashed, into 
GauUum Mountain, less than two kilometres from Cuenea. 
~.~e crash site is close to a military barracks and troops 
were mobilized to help in rescue operations, officinis said. 
The p .lade left Quit<) at 7 a.m. for Cuenea, 475)dlometrcs 
to the south, and crashed 45 minutes iater,tbey said. 
Scoutin:cl defended 
. L KANANASKIS COUNTRY, Alta. (CP) --ScouI~ and 
.s~utmnoters attending the 15th +World • Scout Jamboree 
c~ispute any suggestion scouting is para-militsry. 
+"It hurts our image to be called military," said Brian 
.~,roll, 17, of Virglna. "We lose a lot of potential members 
;;beeansa of that misconception." + 
More than 15,000 scouts from over 75 countries are 
attending the 12-day jamboree in Kananaslds Country, an 
Alberta provincial park in the Rocky Mountain foothills 
about 90 Idlometres ,west Of Calgary. The jamboree nds 
July 16. 1 " + ~' d " 
Scouting was founded by a professional soldi~,,Robert 
Baden.Poweil, after his defence of +,the town of Mafeki~ In 
1899 during the Boer W~. " • "~ ' + .. 
Baden-Powell's graindson, lo rd  Beden-Poweil, an 
advisor at the jamboree, said village children were used as 
messengers  dur ing ,  th(~ scige, 
• t 
The 4S-year-old Brttish'steekbroker . nid scoutIng has 
never had a military component. 
"If you've ver seen scouts marching you know there's 
not militarism in scouting." 
'Ed Landreman, 65, said scouting, was much more 
IpHltary-orieated in the 1930S; 
"Our scoutmastar was in the First World War and we 
learned rilling," he said. "You might call it regimented, 
but it was a lot of fun." ? 
Baden-Powall said bard physical exorcize in scouting' 
~ntributss to consciousness raising. 
the Environment Ministry; 
the .Industry blinistry's 
Talking Business; and B.C. 
Discovery, published+ I~y the 
Ministry of. Universities, 
Science and Teclmolo~y. 
Pacific Coach Lines, the 
money4osing bus line that 
serves the Lower Mainland, 
Vancouver Islend, and the 
ferry service in between, 
was also tossed to the 
private sector in Thui'sday's 
budget. 
PC~ general manager 
Jack Thomas aid there will 
be no change In+ service 
• levels or fares at  least until 
this fall, 
PC[, co6t the government 
I ~ million In subsldiea lasl 
year, according to Grace 
McCarthy, the minister 
responsible for B.C. 
Transit. The average 
subsidy for 1962 was. I3.39 
per pammmger. 
The skl'areas of Manulng 
Park and Cypress Bowl and 
the Tranqullle and Colony 
institutional farms also go 
to the wivate sector. 
Trunqulile, a cattle and 
'swine operation, is north of 
IQu~loops .end adjacent o 
the Tranqume mental 
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He added that a date for a creditors meeting would principal conductor of the are daunted " by the Veronica Tennant of the 
be set,by .next :w.eek,;.MalS~ has 2,000 unsecured 
Creditors add;its'two main peeured creditors are the 
.Canadian Imperial ..Bank +of Commerce, which 
.extended loans oft~10 ml~. on; and theNatienal Bank 
of,Canada, Which is.o~ved $7 million. 
Malslin,, the eigh.th largest ransportation firm in 
.North ,~nierim;hhs~suffered an estima.ted ~ m ,lisBon 
in/ lo~+in the i~lst two years. -. 
Maislin,+ the .eighth' largest ransportation firm in 
North America, has suffered an estimated $25 million 
in losses In the .past two years. +'-=- 
An employee said Friday office workers here had. 
been told the company+..bad'filed a propemltion for 
bankruptcy'in Canada end had begun preliminary 
legal moves to enter r~eivership in the United 
States. 
Company officials,. Who were tied up In meetings 
throughout the weekend and earlier today, remained 
unavailable for .comment. . - 
But an employee "in~the company's personnel 
department, who+asked ' not to be named,.sald that 
employees had reported::in for work as usual this 
~mprning and that-c0mpany trucks were on the road. 
""Everythin'~ is operating normally," she said. 
C0. mpany spekasmen Frank Seligman on the 
weekend also denied initial ~ reports" that bankruptcy 
papers were filed Friday, but refused further 
comment. • - 
But Jean-Guy.Levesque ,, business agent for the:- 
Teamsters International Union local, which 
repremmis about. 300 Maislin : truckers',•:, and 
warehot~somen here, on .Friday quoted the firm's :
treasurer, Alan Maislin,as saying "95 per cent of the 
comPeny IS going to be closed." 
A spokesman lurEd Lumley, federal minister" of 
._ industry and regio+i~al':expansion, aid the minister 
.verified on Friday:the company had not filed.+or 
.bankruptcy. 
Trucking supervisors ay'i~mlmnY terminals in 1" 
Toronto and Montreal were instructed to stop pickups _ 
and complete outstanding deliveries: Telephone calls 
(o binislin terminals in Detroit, .cldcego, New York + 
Cityend a snbsidiary in' Champlain, N.Y.,. went - 
CBC:. Winnipeg + orchestra 
and !+ i~t ic  director Of 
Stratfoed~ Summer binMe, 
the three,year~ld event at 
the home of the Stratford 
Festival. 
For a long ,time he was 
principal con+ ductor of the 
BBC We]sh=0rchestra, but 
has giyon that up,. In the last 
+-'15 years hehea also been in 
charge of the Lakebead and 
P~ina  ~ph0ales. / 'APd as 
a . guest cofiducter, his 
engagements have taken 
him to Europe, Central and 
South America-and the Far 
East. 
NOT UNABASHED 
When he was asked about 
the number of positionshe 
holds in music, Brott looked 
abashed. 
~" "Don't start counting 
them," he said. ,''That's not 
fair." .. 
He travels in style, often 
because that,is the oaly way 
+he can fulfil his 
engagements. .When a 
storm recently threatened 
to delay his flight to Ottawa 
from Toronto he chartered a 
plane to get ahead of the 
storm and meet his 
commitment to+conduct the 
National Arts Centre 
Orchestra. 
Not yet 40, Brott is a scion 
Of a Montreal family headed 
by Alexander:_.. Brott, 
Fires to 
~tablishment., They are 
afraid of being aggressive 
in their app~oach :to.. new 
things. • 
"The only way you are 
going to do anything +in this 
country at thiS particular 
point is by developing your 
own thing. Yet we seem to 
punish the people who are 
aggressive; You Start to 
make a list (of Brott's 
musical appointments) and 
I begin to feel very 
sheepIsh. That shouldn't 
be."  
However, more native- 
National Ballet, dan. .~ '  
with a partner. One will 
feature Ontario barbershop 
quartets and another music 
from Broadway. Hagnod 
Hardy will conduct his own 
'music at still another 
concert. 
And, as if all thi~, hm't 
enbugh, Brott h~' ]~eco  
Writing a proposal for anew 
Nova Scotia Symphony, to 
be a stable successor to the 
Atlantic Symphony which 
Once toured the Maritimes. 
but has since been 
succeeded .by the. Halifax 
orchestra he now heads. 
L 
Provincial ,/ 
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WINNING NUMBERS 
HERE ARE THE MOST RECENT WINNING NUMBERS 
LT  JIJlIE 124 
13ioltlellllEIOl 
- - JUNE 10  " 
+[ [LEO]JJ_s]m 
unanswered. 
Last year the federal government guaranteed 134 , - -  1 :: , . . s ,, + last 6 digits win $50.000 l 
million in loans to the company.,~An 0filclal' of .the I o e ~ s t a r t e o  + II . ,ast5di~itsw,, + $i.000 I " " 
Canadian++.~nperim Bedk--oP-~om~+;ee~ed-- -  r .... *~.+A~' ;~"" ;~+ .......................... : .... tast+dlOnswln .............. $100 
Sunday that the bank had ordered repayment 0f tha ! ma~o~'~.~o~r,~;." u~. } I last 3 dlplts•win' : $25 
cans. , " • . | I~ put in the unlque position - last2dlgltswin $10 -- 
ilds fall, of " having to (Complefe prize details on rpverse of ticket) 
Check each draw date=on your ticket and compare 
the number drawn for that date with the number on 
your ticket. 
if only the last six five, four, three, or two digits on 
your ticket are identical to and in the same order as 
the winning numbers abov+, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
REDEMPTION OF CASH PRIZES " 
MAJOR CAGH PRIZES: Winners of major prizes may claim 
their prize by following the claim procedure on the back 
of the ticket. 
OTHER CASH PRIZES: Other cash prizes, uP to and. 
including $1,0OO may be cashed at any branch of the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in Western Canada, 
by any participating retailer, by any participating Lottery 
• cket Centre, or by followingthe claim'p,'ocedure on the 
back of the ticket. 
In  the  event  o f  d i sc repancy  between th ,s  l i s t  and  the  o f f i c ,a l  
w inn ing  numbers  l i s t .  the  la l le r  sha l l  p revad 
I ~ ' FRIOAI~ JU f f  8,1983 
'~ .~ ,~ BONUS DRAW 
  /L WINNING NUMBERS 
( " "  ~ A l l  P rov inc ia l  f i cketswi th  the  
~ q K l ~ ' ~  ~1~ Ju ly  8 .  1983 date  on  them 
~ :_ t~ ,~. '~F~W" ( t i ckets  i ssued commenc ing  
~ l l l~ Juw ~ June  10 .  June  17,  June  24. 
Ju ly  I and  Ju ly+8)  are  e l ig ib le•  
Conclusion reached 
WARSAW (AP) - -A  commen++tury issued by Poland's 
official news agency says the country is moving toward a 
formal ilting of martial law, increasing speculation that an 
end to ~inilitary rule might be imminent... 
The'commentsry was carried by PAP late Sunday night. 
It came one day after Poland's only government-I~cked 
political front called for an end to martial law and amnesty 
for those imprisoned since the crackdown more than 1½ 
years ago. 
"The long-awaited moment has'come to draw the final 
conclusion from all thiS," the PAP commentary said. (That 
conclusion is) "to formally lift martial law." 
The commentary also spoke of "logical and humanitarian 
consequences" that would "allow the return of those who 
lost their way," an apparent reference to an amnesty. 
The statement coincides with Sl~ulatlonthal Polend's 
parliament (the Sejm) may hold a' Sl~tal n)ecting July 20 
or July 21. Poland's national hoildayiS on July 22, and one 
government official has said prlvately~that Communist 
party chief Gun. W0jclech Jaruzelaki might hen call for a 
llfilng of martial aw.- • 1 " 
On Saturday; the Patriotic+Movement for National 
Robirth,, a front backed by the go~+ernment end the 
Communist party, urged the government to "lilt martial 
law and'pass regulations to make it po~lble for these 
convicted of vlciating.., martial law and people in hiding 
to return to work end tvic life." 
The authorities appear to have concluded that the .vinit 
last month of Pope John Paul opened the road to lifting 
martial law despite demonstratio0b by leaders of the 
outlawed independent union Selidtu'ity. 
Roman Catholic primate Jozef Cardinal Glemp has said 
he '+hoped" martial aw wou)d bel~fted July 22. 
On,+Sunday in Rome, Glemp criticized the western press 
for what he said was political speculation during the papal 
visit. 
"The world of palltieal journalism, of speculation,, again 
showed itself to be superficial," Glemp enid dumng a mass 
atSt. Stenislaw, a Polish church in Rome. "The mass media 
often gives a distorted view of life so that often men does not 
kn0~,.how to deal with that which Is written." 
He told the congregation that "if foreigners don't sUck 
their noses in the affairs of Polentl, the church within..the 
nation is able to standup and walk on the road of its historic 
mission." 
health institution. The dairy 
.,ammp~pdflam,.. 0f ColonY'beside ~ the .+ .v . .  m g" -c 'u ' -an  +uppo [uu  - " - - ' - r ' -  - '
Pdver~ew "maned 
institution. OTTAWA (CP) -- The'provinces ]Lke]y .  w i~ support 
Colony general manager Justice Minister Mark MacGulgan if he proposes no-fault 
Walter Slempel]kamp said divorceandaone-year w iting period, Manitoba's Attorney 
the fain), running at a 1~. fit'..C~nurai Roland Penner'said today. 
.year, doesn't cost A "good consultative process" between Ottawa and the 
taxpayers.eny money. 
Mike Oewell, executive 
director of l~uct ion 
mpvkes, .said - the dairy 
farm will be phoned out aver 
the next six months and the 
dairy herd will be 
auctioned.. -He ~Id 
out, probably over the same 
time frame as Colony 
.Farm. 
provinces has produced general +unulmity, Penner told 
rep0rters as a conference ofattorneys seneral was to begin. 
Divorce lawis on Tuesday's agenda. 
MacGalgan has indicated he will introduce amendments 
to the Divorce Act later this year but :will discuss changes 
with the attorneys general at+.+ihe f.ederal-provtncial 
conference as part of the process:+, 
Penner said he, felt s&:.s+ix-mon~ rather than a ene-year 
wait was emmagh but he could live with one year. 
And he said he Isglad Ottawa has dropped the notion of 
,<'substantive Jurisdiction," which would have resulted in 
different divorce laws in each pro~,ince. 
lntenUonally start a fire in 
this heavily forested region 
of Alberta. .+ 
It is  part of a prograJm to 
test the me of eontroUed 
fires to maintain atural 
vegetation and wildlife 
conditions. 
Although firesare part of 
the natural regeneration 
cycle for forests, tiers has 
not beena  major fire' in 
Banff National Park in" the 
last 50 yesrs, says park" 
warden Cliff Whlte~ ......... 
White, who is overseeing 
the rum experiment, says 
there, were probably two 
major fires in' the 50 years 
prior to 1930. 
While a major ~ would 
be a threat beth to life and 
property' and would not be 
allowed, to' ' bum 
uncontroUed, park officials 
hope they Can duplic~te Its 
regese/ative effects In 
The fire planned., for 
September will be the first 
prescribed burn In Banff 
National Park. ".: ...The ': 
technique is extensively' 
used in British Columbia 
and a bum was also done by 
the Alberta forestry service 
this, year at Ram lurer. 
The Banff_ pr~+.+l~b~ 
burn will be done on about 
10 hectares nine kilonletres 
northeast of. the towneite. 
• "lt'aoneof thesafeat sites. 
in the park," While eays, . 
explain~ it is berderod by- 
a 10op road and a canal. 
The. siLo was chOIHm not 
just bemuse the lira" can be 
c6ntsined In it, .but also. 
because of the vegetation, 
known as montane. 
"That vegetation type Is 
the most dependent on fire 
for its maintenance," White 
says. "It's really important 
wildlife habitat in the 
winter." 
Montane Is found at lower 
mountain elevations end is 
characterized by open 
stands of Douglas fir, 
iodgepele pine and 
grasslands., ' Above the '  
montane are dense stands of 
ledgepble pine+ 
Under natural condifluns, + 
~h~+f l res  are not put out, 
the montane area would 
,burn every 20 to 50 years,.+ 
White says. 
4""'°"= $25,000  m. 
r+r complele md dxocl nurnber only. No sub~ pdzes. 
In alpho.numerlc order ~ your commlMce. 
442OO3O 
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To claim.your bonus cash prize, follow the cla,m procedure on the 
blck of your ticket 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official 
winning numbers fist, the lamer shill l)mVsil. 
f.ANA~ 
LI~'TU~ . ~ 
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SELL I e 
, . . . . .  . .~!~ ' :  . . . .  . .:. ' : . . .a 1 
. ,  , . . . .  , . . . . . . .  , 
• ,Re YOU PREGNANT . . . .  CANADIAN:PARENTS ,for SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP : MOTHERS:. LOST. ; - -  : Child's 
_ VtGt'ried, th|nk lng of an : Fre.nchgeneralmestingthe ..LINE We offer~support:and , " ' " TIME'OFF: . • . un`assembled :!..blcycle" 
~bortlon? We at Birthright f i rst  Wedn:esdsy of e~ery understanding tovictlmsof : : , . .  635.9019' .... 'somewhere between 
~vo~ d like-to offer you our month at KitI-K-Shan 8 p.m. sexual as~iat~it~ :: a r id :  . . . . . . . .  ' . ":, . . . . . .  • Terrace and Stewart. Phone 
support and friendship, for more Information call 
F ree  conf ident ia l  635-2152, 638.1245, 635-9581. 
I=regnancy tests evallable. (ppd-151uly) 
TiJllcum Building , 4721 
Suite 201 Lazelle Ave. Office HOSPITAL THRIFT-SHOP 
hl=urs: Man. to Sat• from 9 Would appreciate donations 
• ,m, to 11 a.m. Phone 635- 
3~7 anytime. 
(Ppd-29Juiv '83), 
of good clean clothl~' and" 
household Items. Leave 
donatlons at the Thrift Shop 
4544 Lazelle Ave. Saturdays 
: 11-3 p. ).m" 
(ppd-151uly) 
harrasment. Sexual abusers 
don't •stop v()luntarlly, ,they 
need Intervention from 
others, Call anytime. 635- ' 
4042.. ippd-apri130-84)' 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT~ 
COMMUN ITY . 
SERVICES 
635-3~178 " " 
4803D Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V~ 
ALTERNATE 
EDUCATION 
. NORTHWEST 
ALCOHOL& DRUG 
COUN~ELLING- 
638-8TI7 :~ 
:'SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (sYwiP)  . 
~ 635-S778 ""': . 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
TOCHILDREN 
635-7087 . . . . .  
• TERRACE 
ANSWERING BUREAU 
638;8195 
' " " TERRACE 
COMMUNITY  , -~ HOMEMAKERS 
WORKS 635.5135 
CONSUMER TERRA(:E RECYCLING " 
COMPLAI NTS OFF ICER 635-7271 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR -~ 
635-1256 yOCATIONAL 
. 'SUPPORT & 
MEALS-ON.WHEELS L IVING SKILLS 
636.91S8. collect (Stewart). 
• {PS.11July) 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUN ITY 
THE D ISTR ICT  OF 
STEWART Is accepting 
applications for the pesltlon 
of Foreman of Publ ic  
Works. The duties wi l l  
Involve working directly 
with administration In the 
total operation of the Works 
Department. The applicant 
should have considerable 
experlem:e with light and 
ha.ivy equipment and the. 
holder of at least a •Class 3 
B.C. drivers Ilcence (with 
aWL 
Preferance will be given to 
applicant wlth`a B.C.T.Q. in 
heavy duty mechanic or 
proven experlen(:e. The 
ALANON & 
Hespltal at 8 p.m. 
Phone • Isabel 
635-9359 
Gloria- 
635-5546 
(ppd-Aug.] 
KSAN HOUSqE is av~llable 
to women and'chlldren'who 
have been physlcally or 
mentally abused. If you.. 
need a saf(~ temporary 
refuge call thehelp llne. 635- 
4042: 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES - -  Provides 
assistance, with household 
mE~agement and dally MEET INGS 
IMng adlvltles to aged, Monday at MIIIs~Memorlal 
handicapped, 
convalescents, :chronlcally 
II I, etc. 4619 Lakelse Avenue. 
Plho~e 63~-5135. 
t p p d - 3 0 N o v ;  '~)I 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
fleets every 'Tuesday. at 
6:00 p.m. In the Skeena 
Health Unit. For 
Information call Margaret 
63~31~6 or Cheryl 638-1232. 
(ppd-BJuly) (ppd.apri130.84) .635.6461 
1 Community Services 
2 ,Coming Events 
3 Notices - / 
• 4 Information Wanted 
5 Births 
6 Engagements 
7 Marriages 
0 Obituaries 
9 Card of Thanks 
10 In Memorium 
111 Auctions 
13 Garage Sale 
13 Perssnal 
14 "Business Persooai 
15 Found 
16 Lost 
19 . Help Wanted 
?~ For Hire 
INDEX 
za Services 
24 ..... 51tuitions WaMed 49 Wanted to Rent 
211 TV & Stereo 50 Homes for Sale 
29 Musical. Instruments 51 Homes Wanted 
30 Furniture & Appliances S2 Property for Sale 
31 ~ • Pets ,- 53 ~ Property Wanted 
32 Livestock 54 Business Property 
33 For 5ale Miscellaneous 55 Business Opportunity 
35 Swap & Trade M MOtorcycles 
31i Miscellaneous Wanted 57 Automobiles 
39 Marine 58 TrUcks & Vans 
40 Equlpmenl; 59 Mobile Homes 
41 Machinery 60 Recreational Vehlcles 
43 For Rent Miscellaneous 63 Aircraft 
44 Property for Rent 64 Financial 
45, Room & Board 68 Legal 
47 Suites for Rent 69 ~" Tenders 
411 Homes for Rent 
, CLASSI FIELD ANNOUNCE~NTS 
"~' ""': ~lotlc'es 6.00 
ElrtllS 6.00 
Engagements. 6.00 
Marriages 6.00 
Obituaries 6.00 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
~-.In Memorlum 6,00 
Over 60 words, S cents each additional word. " 
PHONE 635-6357 - -  Classified Advertising' 
Department.. 
SUBSCNIPTION RATES 
Effective October I ,  I t l0  
.Slngle Copy 2~ 
I~y Carrier mth. 53.50 
By Carrlen year 38.00 
By Mall 3 mths. 2S.00 
Sy Mall " 6 mths, 35,O0 
By Mall i yr, ,~1.00 •
Senior Citizen I yr, 30.00 
Orit l~ Comnlonwoaltll*and.Unlied States of 
America I yr. ~•00 
The Herald reserves the right to classify, ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page lecetloo. 
The Herald reserves the r ight to revile, edit, 
classify or relect any advertisement end to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and bOx rental• 
Box replies on "Hold" In{tructlons not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement wl ! 
be destroyed unless re.ailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbere are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid lOSS• All claims of errors In edvertlssments 
must be received hy the Publisher.within 30 days 
after the first publlcMIon. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the Herald In the event of 
failure fo publish an' adv~rtlsemont or In the 
event of an error appearing In :he advertisement 
&S published shall Uo limited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one lltcorrent insertion • 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied" 
by'~he Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
. _ there shall be no liability to any extent gl;eatar 
than the amount paid for such advertls ng 
AdvarUHman~ must Comply.with the Brltlsl~ 
Colt~nhla Human Rights Act whlch prOhlblte any 
idvertlk~ng that discriminates against .any 
person because of his race, religion, Nx,'color, 
noflooallly, ancestry or place Of origin, or 
beCBule hie age Is between 44 and 6S years, 
unlesl ~1 ¢oodltlon I |  Jultined by a bona fide 
rl~LvIrament fpr lh|  work Involved. 
¢LASSIPIED RATES 
LOCAL- 'oNLY:  :•;  . - 
20 words or less $2.00 per Inssrtloo. Over 20 
words 5 cants par word• 3 or more co~sscutlve 
Insertions 51.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First Insertion charged for whither run or not. 
AbsolUtely no refunds after ad has been set• 
CORRECTIONS 
Must he made before second Inserllon. 
AllOWance can be made for only one Incorrect 
ad. - -  
BOX NUMBERS 
$1.00 pickup 
S2,0~ mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. I 
I~ATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line• Minimum charge S5.00 
per Insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING 
3"/ cents Par line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
5S.00 per line per month. On a minimum tour 
mona basis• 
'COMING EVENTS 
Fo~: No~.Pr.oflt Orgen!zatlons• Maximum 5 days 
insertion prior to event for no charge• Must be 25 
words or less, typed, and lubmlffed to our office. 
DEADLINE 
- DISPLAY 
Noon two days grl0r t() Puhllcetlon day. 
CLASSIFIED 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day Of publication 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
thin.BUSiNESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT• 
Service charge of S5.10 an i l l  N.S.P. chlqui l .  
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
@4o charge provided nows S~bmlttsd wllhln one 
month. 
'Box 399,'Terrace, a.C• Home Delivery 
V IE  414 PMnI I IS -~N 
635-7863 
(ppd-22iuly) 
A COPY of the report of the 
NWCC Nursing Diploma 
-Feasibility Study• Is now 
available to the public 
through each NWCC centr.e 
(library) In the region. 
(No15July) ':• 
PAUSE FOR PEACE-  
The date for the Pause for 
applicant should also. be 
prepared ' for the 
requirement of supervision 
outside the normal working 
h00rs. Excellent fringe 
benefitS. Applicant ,~should 
apply In writing outlining 
their ' work  history, 
qualifications, references 
and  salary expected. Direct 
applications to: District of- 
-Stewart,, P.O. Box 460, 
Stewart;. B•C. V0T 1W0. 
(acc1.11July) 
Requ!red by 
Northwest Drug & ~ :~ 
Alcohol Counselling 
Service 
PeaceCampEIgn this month. Counsellor 3, senior 
Is Tuesday, JuF/12, 1983, at position. An experienced 
n a'm'Pleasepauseaty°ur -:counsellor Is required to  
work for 2, minutes, In offer our patient service to 
support 0f..the B.C. wlde.j 'ah;.qhohtlfld:drug:dependant~ 
• Pause' for Peace campaign• ~ persons In Terrace/B.C.' 
(no12July) Qualifications: M.S•W., 
B•S•W. or R.S•W. preferred. 
PLEASE BE advised that • Consideration wi l l  be given 
the re-scheduled ','Pitch.In" to other university degrees 
contest will. be held: on Is S.S. plus 2 years related 
Saturday, July 16f 19¢1, for experience. 
all Interested organizations, Treatment, supervisory and 
clubs and groups. There will program development skills 
bea first prize and a second "i required. Salary range 
prize for, the organization or between $2,000 - $2;375 
group collecting the D.O.Q• 
greatest amount of litter Send resumes to: Program 
from municipal rights.of. ~Admlnlstor, TerraCe & 
way, parks etc. D is t r i c t  Communi ty  
Groups wishing to $~rvices Society, ,1603 D 
participate must reglStei'~t Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
the Municipal Office, 3215 VBG 1V5 or' phone 635.31~/8. 
.Eby Street, no later than Closing date July 29, 1983. 
Friday, July 15, 1983. - (AccS.7,8,11,12,13July) 
(nc-lS July) 
"'~PSYCHIC PALM AND. TEA 
LEAP READINGS by 
ROSE Will be arriving 
Terrace Hotel from July 15- 
22. By appointment only• 
Please phone ahead 635. 
2231. 
(p-141u) 
DO YOU NEED 
EXTRA INCOME? 
Avon has an opportunity 
for you. We'll show you 
hew,.to earn good mone~" 
In your spare time; Call 
now and start right 
awayl 638.1850. 
(acc14-oprll.ffn) 
I 
'FOR SALE - -  638-1912 -,-- 
24" Cedar Shakes. Also 
buying blocks. ' ~ o ~ ~  ~:~;~ )~ ~:~, 
(ppd-SAug.) ~ ) ~ i ~  ~,~,~:,~:~ ; 
• Sales & Service ~~t ; ;~;~t~I , i ! *~ i ! i :~  
LlS-Tff6 LEN VANDERKWAAK .,- 
• Carpenter, 35 yrs. 
IMAGE IMPROVEMENT experience. Remodeling, 
finlslling, maintenance. 638- 
PERSONALCOLOR 1048. 
DRAPING (P5-14July) 
! ~ 1 - NOW OPEN - -  Country 
• 'Treasures. A store of 
* collectables, delectables, 'IMA(:;FI and unique handmade 
~"  - - - - - - - -~ 635-74112 crafts• for your country 
decoratlpg and gift Ideas. 
(ppd.SAug.)- Come see. 4934 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 635- 
HERBALIFE 9468." Hours: Wed. • to 
Lose weight Nowl It's easy Saturday, 11:00 a.m. to 4 
.-- Guarsntead I Genlene, _- p.m. 
635.9290 after 5 p.m. (PB-11Julyi 
(aco29July) 
| 
Earn up to Sl00,00 a day m 
faking snapshots in your 
I 'area part-full time. No experience or selling needed.  S tar t  
Immediately. Writs to: 
United Pictures, I 
P:O. BOX 6941, 
Los Angeles CA 90022. 
(Acc20-3Aug,) 
I 
KITIMAT  I 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your  Ad 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; .Address  . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . .  
Town • . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
C lass i f icat ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad along w i th  
chequeor  money order  to: 
20 words or less: $2 per day 
S4,50 for  three consecut ive days _) .... DA ILY  HERALD 
consecutiv:days~ 3010 Ka Ibm St. $6 fo r  four 
Terrace,  B.C. 
$7.50 for  f ive consecut ive days V8G 2M7 
- i i 
xC'ALIBER BOOT rol ler .LARGE:: TWO beclroom THREE BEDROOMSup,' I~-: 
skates; L!ke new• Slse 7; duplexsultefor,rent. Frldge down. 2 bathrooms, rec.~ . 
$40,00 635.2744.. .. , and stove, garbage removal room, wood-electrlc heat.;• 
" ('nC.~Juiy) -: included.: Oh' Qu'eensway Well Insulated. Good.," 
Drlve/Phone Ron 635.2837 garden. On bench. $68,000. 
STE ELHEAD.SALMON 
outf it .  1O,/=' Rlchmel~e 
spinning red andQulck 550 
reel.$125.00 for pair. Phone 
635.6302 local 262;. 
-" (Pl-11July) 
MILLER BIG 2 0  • g ~ ~" 1 
welder, 200' cable A.C. 
~outlet for appliances. Phone 
632-701A; 
(P3-11July) 
• HAWKE SEAFOODS 
635-3964 
Specializing In fresh 
prawns, in season cod, 
octopus, snails, f ive 
crab, / halibut and 
Lshrlmp" ,.: , 
(P20.SAug.) 
1976 Ban AIR tent trai ler--  
Fully equipped. Sleeps 8. 
Good condition. $4,000. 
Phone 635.4015. 
(PS-13J uly) 
NOW SHOWING a" great 
selection of.oil sketches by 
Dave & Anne.Marle-L 
Nehrlng• 
Northern Light Studio 
4820 Halllwell 
'Terrace 
Phone ~8-1403 
(p20-151u) 
LARGE AND SMALL 
pre-fabbed, multi-use 
uti l ity, sheds. Very 
reasonably priced 
Wood construction thUs 
no condensation• No 
mildew or corrosion. 
,:Free del ivery and 
assembl~,. Inquire at 
BaLker's Modular 
Structures. Phone 638. 
1768 evenings or view at 
Co-op Building Supplies. 
• +'r ~ (p20:221U)I~ 
WANTED - -  Spoiled hay. 
~after 6 p:m• 
(Ps.15July) 
I 
TETRAULT 
: PLAOE 
APARTMENTS 
Frldge, stove,, drapes, 
carpeting, off .street 
park ing ,  secur i ty  
system. 
Rants start at 
S|60 
Phone manager  
anytime'" 
638-1366 
T 
FOR RENT-  14x68 mobl le 
home, semi-furnished• No. 
16 Terrace Trailer Court. 
Natural gas. Rent $450. 
Phone 635-7559: 
•. ( P3-30J u Iv,) 
12x60 TWD BEDROOM 
trailer In Tholing6111• Frldge 
and stove. Included. $350 per 
• month. Call evenings 638. 
1396. 
(nc.stf) 
2; BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornh l l l .  No.'2;3817 
Paquette Street. Frldge and 
stove, electric heat, carpet 
and drapes. S380 month plus 
damage deposit. Available 
July 1.83, Phone 635.7012 
after 5p~. toi'-appointment, 
to view. 
(nostatf-tfn.) 
Will pick up. Phone 635.2515 
after 4. 
(stf) 
WANTED-  Raspberries, 
strawberries, crabapples, 
app les ,  
•blackberries. 
Will pay a reasonable price." 
Phone 638.1396 or 635.2515. 
(stf) 
L 
1962 D7 CAT, 17A model, 
with gears. Turbo diesel. 
Includes brush .blade• 
EXcellent condition, $25,000 
FIRM. 635.2696. 
(P7-15July) 
SERVICE LOT for 28 fl. 
trailer. Close to town. 635. 
4842. 
(PS-11July) 
• WANTED TOrent by young 
~couplewHh chlld and dog. 2. 
3 bedroom house. Prefer 
Serge yard. Phone 635-7872. 
(no11July) 
2.3 BEDROOM house with 
acreage. Finders fee 
offered. Call 635,5939 after 5 
p.m. 
(P19.29July) 
NEW ONE and 2 bedroom 
apartments. •Wall to wall, 
stove, frldge, reasonable 
rates. Phone 635.4547. 
( P20.27J uly) 
URGENTLY REQUIRED 
-- Unfurnished house. 
Prefer 3 bedroom. Seml. 
rural area. References 
avallable. Phone .collect 
daytlme 567.9036"evenlngs, 
567-4154 (Vanderhoof)• 
(P5-11July) 
.drapes, Under'cover 
Pho~k l .ng .  S~:url~/entrance. 
Phone 6~9317. 
'(sff) (ecc-ffn) 
TWO BEDROOM basemont 
sultefor rent available June 
lath; • • References 
required, Nu pets please. 
Phone 635.2978. Close to 
end schools. 
[off} 
l 
m i ? 
KEYSTONIE ' :  1.I 
APARTMENTS '  ,' :1 
,ow takl  app"c# o ;/I 
S~acious, c l~  a~'~t~., I 
t, 2, and,3'  ~ ( m  
sultel. Extrss*~'includt~ll 
hut,  hot Water; labndry" 
fac l l l t l e ! ,  sto*rage 
locker, play{iround. 
Please phone 635.S~1[' 
(accB.Jffn) 
S RoOM HOUSE Lakelse 
Lake, 1st Avenue. Box 725, 
Terrace $59,500. Phone 635. 
2655, .798.2200 evenings. 
(p20-151u) 
MUST SELL 
BY J U LY 30th 
LEAVING COUNTRY 
1.975 12'xBr Mobil? Home~ In '. 
excellent condition; Set up, 
on 4 acres, lust mlnutos 
f im town . . . . . .  
~ ~.=d.rooms'' : ~:~ " 
~tHi~'Room ' : 
I0;~2." 'PaPtJally flnished 
E dltloh Conslstlng' of 
F ~h(J v R~m'  V/l'th W00d 
s ,~, and mbs~er b~foom. 
- ~/~r 1200 ~qu*a're f~t  of 
Ilvli~g' area.' 
MUST BE SEEN 
TO BE APPRECIATED 
As~InR $48,000 or BEST 
! OFFER!  Phone 635-7406. 
(PS-I,IJUly) " 
WOODGREEN 
APARTMENTS 1, 2, 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown loca l i ty ;  
• "3 MODERN HOME o,  
acreage, detached two car 
garage. Complete privacy, 
end of road. Two sides 
borders on crown land. 
Serious Inquiries only• 
Asking $65,000. Phone after 
6 p.m. 635.6903. 
(P13-26JuIy) 
Phone 635.4878. 
. " (P8.14July) I ' 
THREE BEDROOM mobi'le 
home on  land near 
Copperslde School. AII'/~ 
services. Fenced andl Inr 
lawn. $31;500. Phone after 6•' 
638-1023. 
(P20-29J'uly) 
LOTWITH 1972 Emperor 
double wide. On full 
basement. Asking $35,000..~ 
OBO• Contact Royal Bank,' 
Box 10, CaSslar, B.C. Phone 
778-7385. -- " 1 
(AcclO.2OJ uly) o 
WANTED TO BUY -- Three 
bedroom basement home in,: 
the Horseshoe. Must be 
modern and in good 
condition. Phone 635.6302. 
(P1-11July). 
I 11 ,~ ,~ 
THREE (3)' building lots. 
One acre each, centrally 
• located In KItwanga Valley; !+. 
Phone 849.5732 (Kltwanga)~ 
(P3.13July) 
PRIVATE SALE-  10 
acres, subdivldable wlth*~ 
cabln.OId'Lakelse Lake Rd.. 
Near  Wl l l l ams.~ 
Creek. $38,500 FIRM. Phone: 
635-2696. "
" (P17.29July) 
PRICED I~1 mld-thlrtles.:~ 
Cozy two : bedroOrOu~ 
furnished tra i ler  with 
family room and appliance 
room addition. Garage and 
storage shed. Located on 2.7~:T 
acres. No. 18 Kleanza Drive. 
Phone 635-4759. 
(P5-15July) 
FOR RENT-- 2,000 sq• ft. i 
office space. 4623 Lakelse 
Ave. Phone 635.2552. 
(acc.6o¢.tfn) :' 
FOR SALE - -  Drlve.lr~?~ 
restaurant located In* 
Terrace. 135 feet of Hwy• 
frontage. Fully equip. 
restaurant premises. Turn~ 
key operation. Contact John 
IrDIng F.D.B. Terrace 635. 
4951 for additional Into. or to 
view. Offersnot necessarll'y 
accepted. 
(Acc20-26J uly),~i 
VIDEO ~ 
FRANCHISE 
OPPORTUNITY 
Fantastic profits are belr~g 
made today In the vlddo 
home entertainment and 
pre-recorded movie rental 
business. • Superior Video') 
has *a protected, area~ I 
ava!l`ab!e In •Terrace. We 
offer: 
..Experienced site selection * 
assistance." 
• Assistance in lease' 
negeflatlons. 
.Exclusive territory. 
-Fully furnished store. 
• All Inventory 
requirements• - 
,Grand opening package. 
-Thorough training and:~ 
ongoing assistance Uy heedS, 
office Staff. 
-Proven advertlslng'~ 
package. 
MO,O00.~ cash required on '~ 
total ' Investment of 
.9,oo?.o0 : 
For. information on thisll 
excit ing and flnanclatlyi: 
rewarding business, phone ; 
or write today: : _  
• FRANCHISE 
DIRECTOR 
SUPERIOR 
VIDEO LTD. 
420 Airport Square 
1200 Welt 73rd AVl, 
Va n,,'~luver, BC 
• V6P SGS 
er phone collect 
(604)263.1492 
(aco8,11,15,18July) 
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COlumn 
Herald, Monday, July .11,.H~13, P~Be 9 
I 
' LITERARY-:LULUS: '-~ ~at .  .it's l~. Bauddaire's..i pans almost equally.. ," Yul Brynner will put his •"/si(Jer his movie acting New York's 1Shy'a iuminous ]Jlue.ish gray, ' '.berlain Came to see this- 
TWO i[nteresting' films-'ll . Flowers i o f  Evil.'/, ":!He.S. especially, f 'fond, John Hancock only on-: aspirations. ~Rudy is -Stadium to film a razor . the  49 year: old actress' . popular show; he. was . 
currenuy.in re,ease have Truth*is, this well-known naturally, ' : ,  of, i:his photos where he's shown " currently being seen in.: blade' : commercial: i t .  eyes cab suggest many askedbeforehand; as is  
one bl~rte/toiich-~ in,..~vork, w/itten in, French ". Academy ,~Ward-winni-.~ bald; in keeping with his.  ,"Exposed,'~. a James i :requires~ some ..actingi :...ithings; .most .of which ' usual, if- he'd/Want o 
cumin.on-:' .each contains ' als:*'Les Fleui, sdU Mal,,~. ng role,as the' tough'drilL " majestiC. ."King. and ..1". T, oback thriller, opposite,  too, butnot 0Lthe ¢on.~i:/weuld play well on TWs. " visit.-' backstage. : , ,To 
a • unmtent!onal ga f fe  ~ is/a::.fuli volume :com,~- sergeant,ini"An .Officer. image.-Is;he forreal? '- i ~.ast.assia ~Kinski, /who '~ Ventional :big~ screen ~. 'Dynast~;~" . : i i .  'was .  ievery0ne's.su~rise and~ :i' 
connected wtth the worldS-, pilati0n' of poems; -not~ and aGentlenian,!~ But :.. M. McH..:'. i . .  ; .  .... aom~res Rudy for bison- . 'movies0rt . /  ':"..- ~:. /. amused ~'recently, when:a perple'Xed " 'disaP-! ~-, " 
of literature. "Tbe Lords ~' justasingleone.~.  ~ • Lou is  :really.~-in;.~the: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  camera: presence, andl i... ~.-Q...:.,We .hear;that ~.a~ :!gdest at a.~sh~BeVerly .~~ointment / ,  : / .D ick  .. 
of'Discipline" hasan im. 1 j 1 • q [ I IQ', :, .:Alih0u'gh :./she - 1 ~: .:cl0tzdS".about .his .fiext/~ . dismisses claims he [silot.;i.i r'i.dOub[e,!:~:"f~r ;'!:the,:~iJate..',"iH[ils party' ~keht',;up to;:. 1-~lified,. offering.no .ex- •. ' 
portant p lo t  ingredier l t  i/]o0ked . gi~(~atl ~rjll ~ '~ "The~ part ,  S'tarting in . spr ing ,  : much o f  an actor!! His ,~,~ Natali(W()od iwas hired i. Joan and exclaimed ~ that,  :~planationwhat~ver;~ ~; / i  . i  
-concerning .'a-'; Copy~ of. L 1 ;~ Thorn' ,.Birds;" i/•"n ,~' " GOssett will Star.in a,TV 11 " • moSt.beautiful and.[~ain,! ;;• "iso i.that:her ,l~tst lpicture I" ' her. eyes Were the:.'eighth:. J.1 'l" ll' :. : ;~: ~ I ' ' :" : . ~: 1 [" :l :. 'q [' 1 [ 1 l[ ~* [ ~ 1 : 1 :' 1 ' : [' ' ~ " " 
x ui momentS, snbw in lhis ".. Could be'comPleted, can~.. ,,.wOnder, of the 'World,'~ 7;: ; QDoesn~t  , N~ta~:~!~: / . Oswald [[ Spengler.'•s . . . .  derstand 1Barl~ara/Stan."...lm'0vie'as the-late:Egyp. "• i " fa " . . . . . . . .  [ . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ " " " " : " ' 
classic, "D~l ine.  of. the :,wyck:was.left .serioUsly . :t ian. preSident;./Anwar: ' •. . ca, - she recently to ld .,-you :.: tell.".us ,,who' :the : .-Joan smd~; replying . . . .  Kinskibecomeso_ driven : - [ T 
west," which~ in: the ill by the pressures tn~ ..... Sadat, Alth0ugh• Sadat , me.  Aliywa~,,:: Rudy!s :double :b  and.:does, he ' in earthier language than [ i.wben She's working that ' [ ~ 
story line, is placedon a v01ved" witi~.making the wasn't .black; behad an previous mowe 0utmg' = -really;lo0k all that much : we're permitted to quote - :she winds"iUp actually .... 
school ibrary stack as a . big TV series.. True? -. extremely swarthy com- six yearS- ago aS Vales, " '  like Natal ie?-E.C. , • •here - that her bosom living like the characters 
code signal, The book K.A. i '  ~ ' plexion. Lou:ls confident : ~nuo ..in .dJreeto'r Ken .~,  Following Natalie's "aln'tbad~ either.' ! she-plays in' the mov ies7  
photographed on screen he'll both look -- and act. usse, s rum o f  'the : arowmngt~ov. 29, 1981~ . Q. Reading intervtews " ,  C,O; : - ' ~ ' 
is noticeably slender, • -- the part of  the great A. The talented Bryn- same title - Wns a per- there, was  momentary •by Richard Chamberlain. '- ' - it e ,  
while in  actuality Jt statesman. nor doesn't object to .sonal nd box office em- thought given to hiring a in connection with his A. N at q u 
• should be hefty'and Q. We hear that ac - i  signing stills submitted narrassment, This time, double to flll in ~- with appearance in the TV Nastassia takes her work 
about ~00 pages thick, tress Marsha Mason has by fans, regardless of the he's apparently having back  to Camera - for production of "The  very seri0uslY,.and she , 
Onto the next: In "Man i broken up  with :her hair ~ style depicted. It is ~more/success and re.~ 'Wo0d in some scenes in Thorn.Bird," it's evident does try to dig deeply in- 
Womafi and child, Iongtime.hi,band,-Neil ' true that he relishes thinking his longtim~ 'Brainst0rm,'~ the $17 his seriousnessabouthis t~ the characters she " 
Martin Sheen (cast as a Simon. • What's ,  the signingportraits showing . career plans. . n million, sci-fi picture she acting career iS paying plays, Off Camera, she 
college professor) is p rob lemT-C .L , . ,  him in  commandingly Q.  We saw Jeanne was making atthe time off, As a TV fan who z:emains fairly level- 
asked his favorite poem A, Nell and Marsha impressive situations and Crain, our favorite"girl of her death, But then it can recall his par- headed for 'a very suc- 
and tboughtfully replies have.called it quits, and l~oses, and, of  course, his next door' Ho!lywood was decided to simply ticipation in plenty of cessful Hollywood ac- 
. . . .  " I . ,  _ . .~  ' . . . . .  I 'm not qu[te•sure.i£ a handwriting is suitably actress, recently.on the rewrite ille miss|rig pubiicityduring his'Dr, tress in her early twen- 
. .~. Annousn. t.mi~m reconciliation is likely. I imposing and grandiose, .oscar. te!ecast. Where scenes rather than use a Kildare'~ period bitck in ties. I chatted with her 
taKe exceptton to me.tag s-otted Simon l ' at the Fun, ,~ v .  i , , ,  ,~o, , ,~ .,,s,rln, ~ tt  that., •elrtman't r l ' ( q ' . . . . .  ~ J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  has sne oeen all these double, Natal[chad, for- the 1960s, can it .  be on the set o f  her latest 
._=~v,.,_ , , ,~.v~o;.  ~ recent  • Broadway.  derne~th it all, Yul's a years? -L ,L .  tunately, finished all the possible that he's really f i lm,  "Unfaithfully 
o~,,,,;, [o.~,- p©.,,~m_u~n openlni 0 f .  his l l a tes t  regular' fellow who. an.. key dramatic scenes, . gotten all this dedicated? Yours,' a comedy up-.  " 
quesuon mat naruara , , lay""Br i -h ton  :Beach "o . . . . . .  " . . . .  • , ,v, , l  J ys '  o~n I ,a e l |  O I  e took. s.omethl.ng of ,.a ~emolrs,' escortlng a superatarnut.0n. ' "Brainstorm," says He seems a bit aloof. - date o f ,  .1948 Preston 
• ' pnyslcal oeatlng wane o n sOci m '- bull, is '100 per cent . A, •.Here's a con- comedy, especially one !~|0 YAMAHA t30 making "The Thorn Bir Y.U g./ , ety atron Q. I fondly remember director.Douglas Trum- T,B, : . Sturges .picture. Why 
I~ la l .  3 cyl., shaft drive, -'- V . . . . . . .  ,~_,,.'..'.~_" wag. gore no resem- [ [ .the.old Your-Show of Natalie Wood;" . . firming anecdote: The co-starring funny man 
13,000 highway miles, c..~...~.~,cu~,[,,t.~w.q,~ blance whatever to Mar- Shows,. TV" program ' .Q.  Isn't Dustin Heft- off Broadway comedy Dud ley  .-~ Moore?  
she  tellS me, ~pec l I iea l iy ,  Asking 32500. Phone 633. Stanw ck' sa s she con sha, Mason [ apparently with SldCaesar and Im- man such a difficult per- hit 'Greater Tuna" has Nastassia explained her 
11319. ] ' . . ~.Y _ Y!,. . . . . .  . ~ feels her career has-been Prune-Co ~ ]. FWas won- sonality to-. control that developed, a ritual of last two pictures .- "Ek. 
(P&11July) trac}eo .a pcrss~Lem anu bound too tightly with . dertag what happened to  there are some famous playing backstage host to posed' and l n s O m e t h i n g  nasty oronenlal con 
• S imon s and she wants . thetalented writers who movie ' directors he's a parade of stars, such as called "The-Moon In The • 
worked wi thwho get Shirley MacLaine and Gut ter '  - Were dition brought on by the out. I'll have to keep you put it together, --M.O. heavy use of .smoke l ' 
postedon.this one,. A. Those writers are angry at the mention of Rock Hudson, who 'serious" and she wanted 
1974 VW SUPER .BEETLE 
--  Excellent condition. Dual 
carl~, headers, sun roof. 
New radial summer and 
winter fires. $2500. Phone 
635-4878. 
(PS-11July) 
:,' i/;! i~: '; : '~ ~ 
1973 MAZDA P.U. "~- $250.00. 
Phone ~1S-$~8~. 
(P2.11July) 
(~ 
11~ GMC, heavy half; all 
new tires. Good shape. 
$~000• 30,000 miles. Phone 
.i (P7-1~July) 
FOR SALE - -  1OxA8 mobile 
home with 10xd0 addition. 
Wood heat, fridge, stove and 
new furnace. $8,500. Priced 
to sell. Phone 635.7620 or 
6~t-9760 (Pr. Rupert). 
(.PS.13July) 
FOR SALE-  1975 Vista 
Villa 12x68, .3 bdrm:; 4 
appllencas, carpet, drapes 
and wooclstove. Porch and 
ieeY shed. Good .condition. 
$16,000.00. Phone 638.8265. 
(P10-22July} 
machines during the  
making of the produ¢, 
tion. When the show 
aired, Stanwyck said she 
viewed it quietly arhome 
-: still suffering from the 
ailment. Barbara may 
well wind up with r~n 
Emmy for' her "Thorn 
Birds" role, but she's 
also worriedshe might" 
wind up •with an un- 
desirable and'perhaps 
chronic '" medical con- 
dition. 
Q. 1 noticed in. some: 
newspaper photographs 
of Roy Scheider taken in 
connectin with his ~ new 
movie thriller; "Blue 
cy's office, 344E. 59th 
St,, New York: N.Y. 
10022 by May 15. 
A. A good question, 
FACE FOR ,THE . writing as much as ever and one I recently asked 
• FUTURE: Applicants thesedays and it might the 57 year old former 
ha~ been flooding the . surprise you to find out star who was nominated 
Ford Model Agency with "~LWhO some of  them are, for best actress• award 
ent~foLms for th e Face Nell $imoni whose new i (for "Pinky;kin a role 
o~,^~ne J~-,lagntl~. .cOntest lmovie~.iS "Max Dugan;: t coveted by Lena. Horne) 
op. , , ,~v , , , . . ,  u :~ , , ,~  ' Ret-r-~" has lltl~ ~* . . . .  ' in'1949 u,,~n . . . . . . .  I,,. 
f sh ' !on  ' "  " " " "  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  a . .  . . ta lent  .. down writing the Broad-  did not give up  the 
org~_nt~tton.k. ~nce~t~e way  play version of ex- movies " - *  "they gave me 
l i l l n l l  I IG~ UIUM]~I IL  IU lU l  ' be-  Ria  • r ~ , , , ~ ,  u- " Not one.ugh goad 
Sw~lln~enYn~new:l°°ks'.~t. mem0irs(calied "Wher~ " parts for ;ma't~'re~ ac-- 
. ,  uc  ~u..~tu ~yc Have 1 Beeh?')because ":tresses, says Crain. So 
what they se~t-.~or me he was too: bu.~y. Then' she's taken an occasional 
6US l i  yOU re lnterestea • " there  s :.Mel c Brooks, •part on .the stage, • but 
in e.ntering you'd.better who's writing, directing mostly .she's been 
hurw for applications and starring in his new travelling an~F dabbling 
have:to ~ in the '~gen- film, "To Be or.Not tO ~ as a painter and sculptor. 
Be." Woody ,.Allen we Personally,, Crain h~zs 
don't •have to tell you been superactive.' She's 
Thunder," in which' he 
Q We hear that Burt stars as a police helicop- _ ' . . . . .  
. . tteynoxas just a~ l- not ter pilot, that his nose . . . . . . . . . .  • 
get mong at an wnm looks all 1 bent out o f  l"" ; . ' " " " " 
sha,~ Was this makeu-" anomer ,:mane .movie 
' wean; wnat s uurt s 
problem? --H.V. 
K. You've heard 
wrong. On a recent ~'isit 
to the set.Of Burt's latest 
movie, "The Man Who 
Loved Women," I was 
tom by Reynolds that he 
and clint are old pals, 
arid .would like to do a 
picture together, Inside 
Burt 's  trailer-dressing • 
room,~ in fact, hung-an 
inscribed photo of the 
two of them..Burt is 
serious '-about working 
with E~/stwood. in :fact, 
he has a project in mind - 
- a reworking of the 1942 
movie "Pittsburgh," - 
which starred two other. 
macho movie heroes, • 
John Whyne [md Ran-  
dolph Scott. In any 
event, Reynolds likes 
Eastwood. 
Q. We really miss Cin- 
dy Williams on  the 
"Laverne and Shirley" 
TV show. When will she 
be back? -- R.L. 
A. Roy's nose was 
broken in his youth, 
during a boxing match 
which proved to be the 
culmination of an ill- 
conceived attempt at a 
career as a pugilist. 
Though he could have 
had his nose straighterted 
when he went inio ac- 
ting, Roy opted for the 
au naturel ook, a •wise 
decision since it lends the 
talented actor's face 
much character and in- 
terest. 
Q. We're•fans of R&B 
singer Chaka Khan. Is 
she;as wild offstage as  
she" appears to be when, 
she's performing? -- 
L.L. 
A.- As the saying goes, 
don't .hang by your 
thumbs. Cindy tells' me 
silo's just about had it 
P~vince of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
,Transportation 
and Highways 
HIGHWAYS-TENDERS 
To screen and st~:kplle 
12,000m3of 16 mm minus so 
as to remove all deleterious 
orgafll¢, material and 
oversize stone• The 
stockpile of 16 mm crushed 
msterlal Is located in D.L. 7 
Pit North of Masset on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Tender documents with 
enve lope ,  p lans ,  
specl-f l  c at Io n...s, and 
conditions of tender a re  
available free of charge 
ONLY from. Suite 204, 81S 
First Avenue West, Prince 
R~pert, B.C. VgJ 1B3. 
Phase: 62~628a behvesn the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday te Ffldqy, ~ 
except holldaysT' .,; .. 
Tenders will be o~h'e~ a't ~ 
Suite 204,~815 First Aveoue 
West, Prince R6'per~',r~.C. - 
VgJ 1133. "~:' 
The tender sum'"~o~'~'~hls '~ 
project .Is not' to. Include 
federal sales tax. 
Tender epenlng date: July 
19, 1983. 2:00 p.m. 
D.S. Cunllffe, 
Acting.District 
Highways Manager. 
For: R.G. Harvey 
Deputy Minister 
(Acc&7,8,11,1'3,15Jgly) 
A. Until recently, 
definitely. Before she. 
turned 30 last March, 
Chaka confesses She was 
a regular hellion. She 
went  through two 
marriages, consumed too 
much booze, too many 
drugs/~dnd :~ personally 
was headed .for trouble. 
his name? - A,C. 
A. Dustin.telis me his 
'hard to get along'with' 
reputation stems from 
his resentment about ac- 
tors being treated ins 
hired hands and not as 
partners with directors in 
making creative con=. 
tributions to movies. 
Hoffman tends toward 
being a perfectionist, but 
then that's why he's so 
good. Hoffman says .he 
gets al0izg famously with 
some i',. directors - he's 
worked with,, including 
Robert ~ Benton with 
whom he made "Kramer 
about. And Lucille been married twice to the" vs. Kramer" and Mike 
Kallen, who wrote for~ same husband-  ~Paul (".The Graduate")  
~zcnozs tnose wno Sid Caesar for six years, • Brinkman.- She married '--:"!- -" 2'- . . . . .  "-- -~ 
' ~. .  " " " U| IU  I~ ~t '  LH I~ I l I~[ IL IUH UI  has, a whole new career : htm first-• in 1945. She . . . . .  , • .... , Hotrman sname are UlU carv~ out.. Shes the .: divorced him in1956 af- _ . _ . .  ,_. : _  
amhor;,~of:~~tBalla~tine~,~, tar-, e sensationaU Ifflah.:,~. ~rqsoara,. WhO_air,tea 
, ~ I~t tn  nn ~tralgnr Books best-selling C :B . '  Th¢~ ~0uple':~atChed '~ ' 
Greenfield mystery ' things up. the following Time," .and Sydney 
• Pollack, who worked series, thelatest of which: year ,  Jeanhe and her 
i s : "No/  Lady ~ in the .  husband have :seven with Hoffman on "Toot- 
House.,' • ""  . :~.  children and five grand- Sie., They fought con- ~ 
Q. A! Pacino seems tO children, so she!s kept stantly but, as Dustin 
be a real loner offstage, busyeno'ugh. . points out, look at the 
Is he seeing any0he'. Q.'.' Whatever hap- qualityoftheresult. 
.re~,Ularly these days? .= pened~-to .the movie 3-D. WHO, ME? The 
T.Y. : : ' • career of : Pittsuurgn star of one of tile parade 
• ' A. AI does tendtobe a~: ' Steelers quarterback 
loner :off-stage :,end Off- Terry Bradshaw? Did he 
eamera~ But hlsgeneral ever actually make any 
generally .drop in after a change of pace. "I 
the show to amiably really needed to do a 
meet and congratulate light movie," Nastassia 
the versatile two-man ...explained. 'You' can ' t  
cast, Joe Sears and take the.~e roles off like a 
Jaston Williams. When • coat. They stay with 
the.  talented Chum.  you.". 
"Openlngjuly 
Illen.Nar Enterprises 
Vaouum Oloanor Ropaim 
(most makes & models) 
4460 i lroig Ave, 0|6-M|6 
Open Tues-Sat. /~.fler hours call 
9am-Spm 635-6479 
I'EAR .O[[iiMIl! 
F011 SALE 
3 bedrooms up, 2 bedrooms down, fu l l  
basement, f i replace,  very  good condition. 
PIIIOE| T0 SELL 
She was called' "Chaka with the hit' show, and and,lean looking Cybill 
the terrible.'fNow~ says probably won't return, is being romatically 
the~i.~ld~er,~<she'; m0re A SWeet money offer linked with,her.leading ~0US FOILS LE [ 
mater6,and-hasgoKen a c0ula tui'n her .head, of man~ I doUbL thetwo S 
grll) "on herself. Hetl course.' But ! tend: to cbmprise an item since 
current boyf[iei~d, who believe her. seems Cin- 
lives •with Kh~in 'and her dy't too;~ontent for the elliott continues to see. So easy. to love. Charming home with character, l 
one of Hollywood's pret- Very well kept and neat• 1424 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1 
two children; is a ~ timej~bemg in her • new tiest actresses, Kgharine finished basement with sauna, 2 fireplaces and II 
steadying • influence, motherhood (ababy girl) Ross~' . much more. Close to schoOls and shopping. Call 1 " 
And; ,se.~sions with her and •being with husband , Q. Is there any truth to Terrace Realty Ltd. for details. Asking S?S,500. l 
• analyst ~are paying off. Bill Hudson of the Hud- • 
Chaka says she's son brothers comedy act. the rumor that Rudolf MLS. . .i~.~ . . ..... 
Nureyev:planS to hang I rebelliousby nature, but Williams is also working ~ up his dancing shoes and ~ o r r a ~  , N ~  i hassettled down quite a with her husband on a ~ become a movie actor? 
bit. " new pi lot TV show for ~ ........ -E .H .  '. : . " 
Q. ben Gossett, Jr. is NBC,, ~, Cindy's Corn . . . . .  
-such an attractive and '  bining bnsil~ess with ~,. Nurey~,' 45, is I I J ~ ~ ~  [ NatlonwldeRel0,'.afim ] 
talented actor. Does he family pleasure--and telling friehds='that, he ~ ~ ~ !  I 
have a favorite role? - seems quite happy to has, perhaps;five n{0re' I Survlca . 
T,Y. :. ". ' - "  keep on doing so, . : years left aS a big time ~ 463SLemlleAve• 63a.0~71 i 
A..Lou.tel ls.me that ,Q .  An autograph bal let star, i Then he 
he's liked, most ~ of' his collector tells me that seriously plans to recon- , ~ ' :~- 
\ 
off-camera romance 
with Kathleenis. 
Q. What's new with 
Cybill. Shepherd? Lately 
we haven't heard a thing 
about this actress whose 
every move was c.overed 
in the press a few years 
back. -- B. L. 
A.Here's a~brief.run- 
down. After the breakup 
of her marriage last year, 
Cybill moved out  with 
her daughter and tried 
unsuccessfully tomake it 
as a nigh club singer. Af- 
ter some stage acting 
stints, Cybill is back in 
Hollywood ,making,a TV 
pilot called "The Yeilow 
Rose," ' opposite Sam 
Elliott. ~ The news is that 
the ve~-slimmed-down- 
seqtlel, which will also A. I've met Joan 
star h.is = good . buddy several times and agree 
Burt. Terry's hedging his with the general 
acting bets, however. Hollywood consensus 
Following a brief bit of that Collins' most 
successful elbow surgery, striking physical quality 
Bradshaw took off for is - her eyes. Sort of a 
 bel.xe .1*.,tme.t J.e#t.,, /.,&e, ,t..., 
--,,e".,:Zere,. . . : . .o . ,  mar'u,, 
elevator, see.tit, ,,stem, res,de,t m..*",... 
p~om* mama,m, an~llme 
638-1268 
 achman 
Apartments 
of soon-to-be released 3- 
D movies Was,having an Tov lew 2305 Pear Ave.  
important cross country Phone 635.5937 
preference is for pretty movies?- B.W. publicity tour arranged 
performers. ' For" a/4ong ~ q  on behalf of his film 
• when a studio press 
t imehewas living:iwith.• ~:~!i:::iii~i~i~ most exploitable in- European actressl]Vlarthe agent suggested thatthe ' 
Keller. since they broke terview angle is that this 
• .up, the, 44-year-old is one of the most ex- 
.Pa¢ino has been dating pensive movies ever  
around.  While in filmed in3-D. The star, 
Hollywood making his :!!~i!~ 
~.'~::~ latest film, "Scarface," 1 ~ ' ~ = ' ¢ tied star 'blinked and ~ 
Al was seen dashing ~:~;<~:~ retorted,"Thisisin3-D? 
about own with 29-year- ~ ~  Nobody ever bothered to 
tell met" It truly was the 
old actress Kathleen A. Yes, ,he did. Teri'y first time he'd ever been 
Quinlan. Her first big 
movie hit was "I Never made brief but on- madeawareofthe fact.. 
Promised You a Rose tertaining appearances in Q. Joan  Collins' 
• a pair of Bun Reynolds physical attributes are . i 
Garden." Given Al's films - ,Hooper" and obviously t0pnotch ~but"  
penchant ' for  tantrums "Cannonbali~Run." Now can you tell us which one 
on the set, I wonder how he's preparing for a part in particular i~; the real 
like a rose radon.his new in ' the ~'Cannonba!l". standout? - C.O. , , , . 
11, + 
~ IN, 
. ..'~ ';~1977 
'-" ' i!. +'iHoll 
i 
I g~J f  I l i l '  | n ~  r~eram, n n o n a a y ,  : Ju ly .  I I ,  l y I J3  
e 
:t Season but the sho~ 
ing Up~ intrigues ,thal 
rama of the'last few 
• "~ ~+. , " . -  .+ i  .+. ' "' .:'~1~ ..... ., 
• • 
, " " ~ ,+• '+  t t ' . , I  , I+  " " 
tssn is to star in a TV,  
mLddie of 
• i i 
With anyone,I not even hi 
n 'What d~ you mean?~ 
iou'd better stay with afr~ 
* ,  % . . . . . .  % + •, 
, t , ,+  t£ ,~ , ,~* ,~ , , ,  _ e ' " ' : dmc~ +' i f  r + '+ my h-ead s~+"• ...... . . . . .  : / '+X ' r++ + +'+'r ~r "4 '~ + '  ~+ ++~''  = . . . .  ' I" + +I k; " '++"  . . . . . . . . . .  + '  J+' Ig  " # 
) eallupa g~ Idid~'t'  '~ i town;so:he t~okhiswffe(actreps Dina Mei'rill)...=,.,+. • and family 
d~he+*~bidi • i'Well~ oneofhi~•daU ~y~fr i~ds)  ,+ but+nbbodyJn. didn;t h'avea hotelroem.','+~Fer . . . .  +~., : th+e next's6 h
...... ~., ~+,', -: ~ imside th strangera ho~we+ , ~ ~. :.:/~, 
hit nOW th i s th~: / '  iWhe,, he ~turned from !~Austi'ali'a +*~, 
vho WO'Ul~,t,,~, discpvered no a~flon had ~tp Jke~ by 
at s when the distrietattorney Z-[is]a,m~,eta ~v~ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g ,  - ed~ 
' ~' 4+' '  ~+ n" + +'~:  ; '  4nn" ~ + n: Lk~ ~ik~r  i '  n *';" ~+ : "::'+:; ~: :  ~ + ''~ +:; ~ : :n +: ~++? :: +:'p' ~1 + :+: 
,'ha.dn'd~+ Wt)t-ked+"f0r the;.studi+;~ fig',m~ecl • it~whs,a CdmpUter/'i+'. + :++-'-'iecretary;'wh0• Xeroxes' her rear end, a, m~lelbe]iy, i 
. . . . . . . . .  ;+tra : dancer, amah'v~ho dodges city traffic .,dressed.ag:a:rabl~lt, • ~+ 
,;~rr~r': andl had' K!S ~-aclc01t~tanl .and:+feats.,of:strength :ifrom Thel Gieat .Ant.onio, ar+ SOine'*~  
was found gui tyo -orgtn~ $4o,00o in 15hoh3,'chequbsbn"th'e" :+'C.entury.Choeolate'Ca~e. ': .... :" .., ~ ,/ .... .. " - 
Studio's account, inc:h.ldingtheol~e t~ Robertsen.i/ ~: ' "' The makihg', of the feature-length fi lm:wa s a .nerve-. 
For Bohertson,.it meantno woi, k for 3½long years and, "frazzier for the 3?-~ear-old Montrealer,. , • + - ~ ., .! 
for part+of thattime, a.cloak-and-dagger existence. " " It was Shot O n a shoestring during aperiod Of four years'.' 
Even now; the 57-Year:el d actor can clearly recall what Using 10 different cameramen. The film stock was donated 
happened the day he learned of the affair and Begelman's short-ends, theprops were borrowed, the locatiens beg, gnd, 
involvement. He was on a brief stopover in Los •Angeles, the credit card companies cajoled, and the actors unpoLd ~ 
enroute to. Australia with his daughter Heather, 8. Stephen Lack and Peter Brawley (Rubbet;;Gun, Montreal 
HEADED FOR LAWYER 1 Main). appeared gratis for a scene. 
HiS accountant called and told hint everything. "I knew * The Great Antonio, a~510-pound strongman withshoulder, 
right away this was heavy, a big crime, and I just didn't ' length ringletswho is one of Montreal's most famous* street 
want"to get. inv01ved.'~ Hewent.straightto a lawyerl people, originally didn't want to appear in Siegel's film 
The lawyer told Robertson to move out of his hotel and not becauseit didn't have any "super-stars.". ' 
An unusual knovie groupie, The Great Antonio san Often'-- 
Vacationers + return 
MULLAGHMORE, Ireland (AP) -- Vacationers returned 
to the beaches of this fishing village today after deserting 
them Sunday when 1,500 supporters of the outlawed Irish 
Republican Army rallied to commemorate d ad hunger 
strikers._ 
The' guerrilla organization angered residents: the Irish 
government and leaders of the Protestant majority in 
Northern Ireland by rallying in a meadow overlooking the 
bay where Lord Mountbatten and three other people on his 
boat were killed by a bomb Aug. 27, 1979. 
Sunday was'thel start of the  tourist season at 
Mullaghmore, inthe Irish republic less than two kilometres 
from Nothernlreland, but there were fewer than 150 people 
on thebeach instead of the usual 5,000 or more. 
:e~s.youths in khaki unlformschanted, "IRA, IRA, Up the 
IRA," shops and hotels closed their doors and milk and 
newspaper deliveries t0pped as a-sign of protest. 
About 200, police and secret servicemen watched as 
demonstrators, from all over  Ireland marched two 
kilometres to the harbor. The+was no violence. 
Among relatives of the dead hunger strikers at the rally 
was Rnsaline Sands, whose son Bobby was elected to the 
British House of Commons while he wasdying in 1981. 
Nine other jailed guerrillas in Belfast's Maze Prison 
followed Sands to the grave by self-imposed starvation i a 
demand for political prisoner status for IRA prisoners. But 
the British government did not give in to the eight-month 
fast, 
'The speakers on the village green, overlooking the bay 
:.:untbatten's boat was blown up Aug. 27, 1979, said 
they made •no apology for the rally. 
PEOPLE 
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Actor John Travolta says he's not really a "macho guy in 
control,, as some women see him. 
"I'm as vulnerable ina relationship as the woman is," he 
wrote in an article for Family Weekly magazine. 
"I want o meet someone halfway. I'm not there to control 
things but to experience what there is to experience." 
The stdr Of the movies Saturday Night Fever and the new 
Stayin' Alive said a relationship requires communication i 
• and that "even though women can be very tolerant and 
patient;it's sometime s hard for a man to express+his real 
feelings." 
"I .think women have to really help men express 
themselves, uncover these motions, let them be different," 
he ~aid. 
The mumcians made a statement. Now a sponsor has 
replied. 
Last mo.nth, conductor Andrew Davis led 80 members-of 
his Toronto Symphony Orchestra in a free, outdoor concert 
in support of nuclear disarmament. 
Now, Volkswagen Canada Inc. president Bruno Rubess- "
has written to symphony president William Boggs, saying 
the musicians' foray"into political propaganda on a very 
contentious" issue leaves me with no alternative but to 
withdraw any support o TS 0 from now on." . . . . .  ~ " 
• Rubess said corporate policy-prohibits donations to 
organizations involved in political activities. Theaoount 
Volkswagen contributes to the symphony is not known. 
The June oncert was not an official orchestraconcert, 
but a performance by musicians from the orchestra who 
volunteered to take part. 
It's a Fab Four find, 
Four previously unreleased songs by The Beatles--have" 
been discovered ina vault of the group's former ecording 
studio in London. 
The group's record company, EMI Ltd., says the fofw 
tracks may be released as s!n~]~', 
The songs are That Mean's A Lot,.IfYou Have Got 
Trouble, How Do You Do It and Leave My Kitten Alone. 
An EMI spokesman says Leave My Kitten Alone~ was 
about* to be released when John Lennon was killed in 
- December, 10"80. The assassination prompted the company 
to withdraw the tune. 
EMI says the three remaining Beatles -- Paul 
McCarthey, George Harriscn and'Ringn Starr --are aware • 
of the four new tracks. 
The Beach Boys still feel-good vibrations for Waterbury , 
Conn., even though the town's police chief won't let them 
entertain at a benefit concert here later this summer. 
'"We'd like to play. We*d like to do it," said Elliot Lott, the 
group's road manager. 
The scheduled Labor Day Weekend concert at Waterbury 
was to be a benefit for the Waterbury Arts Festival. 
But police Supt. Frederick Sullivan refused to issue a 
permit, saying the 20,000-seat munieipal stadium is tee 
small and lacks enough parking to handle the anticipated 
crowds. He alsosaid he could net guarantee adequate police 
protection. 
Earlier this year, U.S. Interior Secretary James Watt 
prol~ibited the" Beach Boys from playing at a July 4 concert 
in Washington, saying the ~.oup attrata n undesirable 
crowd. • + " 
Watt was criticized by fans of the group, including Nancy 
Reagan, wife of President Ronald Reagan, 
be Seen during Montreal's World Film Festival in August 
pulling a few cars or buses on chains past .the. festival 
theatre. 
Siegel, who's a teacher and ph0tograpl~e~.in:addiilon to 
being an independent film-maker, bought The Great 
Antonio's presence by photographing him with TOn/Jones, 
a super-starnot in the st~on~nian's Photo collection. • 
,.movemen~:•al)n~,,wno:,aqL .~u.~ U. Y?.does.1 l~.~orm~Ye+xotle be ly'.i/+.i Wh'i!e he'!shies'away-f+romJ.U$ing the~wpfd blapklist -~i• .:". 
dances at a m0ntrea ! .tramy~tite•cabaret.•.+: :i• ./+ .,.: ~ " It+!ling*a:mpb~ter~•,,.yoiiusod •that word;•I di~!t" ~ ~ie;,vill ..: *./ 
• siegel,  • whose  -: p rev lo~i  +. i. film~,..have ~.ma~y +bee/h 'admit that.:,a long peri+od 0t silence+-/foZl0wed.. + :.. ', - . ; ,  
experi~.en+lsh~orts, terms•thiscombinationotrml+lifeand • ,+ltwnsai~unwrittenthingth•atT0un+~,er:confrdntthebig'+ i .  
-fiction "daeU-tafnment.+".+ +: : . +,.. "+"-~=~'-'-= ' " , " ~ST'-says-Robe~+n+addingthat-there as al~vaysbeena: . . . .  , 
AP,0thCentury(~hocolateCakeisnot~-fdmfor themovie: lot of fear.in Hollywood, .: ' " • - +.+... . . .  
user in search of eltlier Sl|++kent~rtainment" or high art ;--in . . . .  People would come up+to me and say thug's like/Go get 
fact, 20 years : ago it .would have  been---called an+ 'em tiger, but don+t mention my name.'" , , ' :  
"underground" film.- " .: 4 , r . &:rE /'~ :+k~ : " + ' " Finally, in late~ x981 producer:director. Doug Trumbuil, " 
Not much happens, by way of plot"dave]spin-eatSarid ~e ~:" offeredl~ima rolein the movie Brainstorm at MGM ~'here, 
film doe s have some ai~n0yingly .amateurish sequences:For: ironically, Begelmanhad moved as.un executive. , • 
example, a vignette ~ith~Lrabbit..in traffic ~ b~'omes -TRAGEDY HIT AGAINI ' + i i , 
tiresome. '" . i' '+++ .,-+ .-i: +-.. i :--:: " +- +But,again, +'mlsfoi't0ne*struck. Naialie+Wood,. the film s - 
But the compensation"ig -the fl lm's: spontaneity:* For. Star;:drownedtna :tragie'~ecident. Fer a time, it looked as 
instance, duringa real interview 0na doorstel)-~ith S0nie ~ot~h the movi+ would never + be released. 
scruffy urchins about lifei love and marriage, a little I~y . . . . .  Ikep[talking to the man upstairs.. '~. asking 'V~hat's 
says his father's in jail.+Just hen his older sister clobbers " next? Whdt:else d0 you have in store for me?"' 
him, and the. little~boy ,eha/~ges it..to the family line:. Trumbtill, however, fought with MGM for the film's 
"Daddy's down South,". - L I' ..... .'~ " completion l Rob~tson says imd Was eventually SuCcessful. 
" " : " 11  - - .- • It is finally to be released this sinnmer. 
TO date, Chom'late"Cake.has been shoW~ in Montreal ._Robertson,;asked.wh6ther he would ever haw.ttwned to 
repertoryandexperirhehtaltheatresandto:filmgroupsi n. TV if events h~(dnot intervened in.his career, saysslmply: 
the West. It will be shown at the Atlantic Film'Festival in 1:" ' " "It's'a good question. I don't .really know the 
The final result of this production cha0.~ is an Oddly Halifax inOctobe~. - . . . . .  :- " . • ansWer." " . . . . . . . . . .  " 
engaging film about ho~, two young men -- the insecure, One thing -~ Siegel has learned ~ is--that. "getting an But he ays his daughter Heather, now 14, was in 
discontented Greg and the blissful gay artist Charles -- independent film screened inCan~dais almost as much of a, tumental in. his taking the job. She overhead his agent 
cope with the absurdities of modern life. . • . . . .  • . 
Gregory Van Riel who plays Greg, the protagonist, is•a hassle as making it. , - .. fiSCussing the part of a. dootor in ~e CBS drama that 
" Then there's the problem.0[ getting your money: Siegel ~. RobertsonegentuaJly .agreed to piay~ • + . .  
IS $$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
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SENSE 
• an article by 
Michael A. Walker, Director 
The Fraser Institute 
GETT ING THE 
MEASURE OF  THINGS 
You asked what I thought about metrication 
and I must say that I had completely forgotten 
about the request until the other day when 
~omebody was showing me the metric 
equivalent 6f the Prime Minister's.Salmon Arm 
Salute in which the pinky finger rather than the 
middle finger is used to punctuate an expression 
of  distaste, 
Metrication, as many-of you will remember, 
W~ r a program of the government designed, 
among other things, to make the output of 
Canadian_industry more compatible with the 
sizing required for the penetration of metric 
markets, particularly these in Europe, A t  the 
outset he idea was made even more attractive 
by the fact that the United States was in the 
process of metrifying as well. However, a num- 
ber of things have changed. 
First of all,-the hoped.for expansion of trade 
links with Europehas not materialized, Secon. 
dly, the United States itself has abandoned the 
metrication process, Viewed in that light.' and 
with that measure" of detachment he 
metrication program appears as a mildly 
irritating strategic error of  aspect~ of the 
metrication issue which are of  somewhat more 
importance although they are little discussed. 
The me.st important of these, in my view, is ihe 
extent o which changing units of measure may 
distort people's perception of commercial 
magnitudes, - 
There is a widely-held belief among, mer- 
chandizers~, for_ example, that the average 
household consumer (that is, the lkrson in the 
household who does most of the shopping) has 
a sense of pricing in relation to quantitY and, 
therefore, has a fairly accurate idea of the nor- 
mal price of products that might be included in 
a basic necessities market basket; The in- 
troduction of  .a different system of 
measurements affects this value perception ins 
number of ways. It, frst of all, - changes the 
normal mix of  product sizes and for an in- 
determinate period disrupts the notion o f  quan- 
tity. But it also destroys the rule of thumb 
relationships Which people develop over a 
period of  time that they use to calculate changes 
in value - rough calculations which are of 
some importance incomparison shopping, Of  
course, the other thing • that changing measures 
does is break a continuity of  cost con- 
sciousness, a phenomenon which is most ob- 
vious in the case of gasoline, ! don't know 
about you but I still have to convert litre prices 
into gallon prices before I know whether the 
service station is. selling the product o me at a 
discount or at a premium. While I certainly do 
notagreewi th '  thqse who find .within the 
metrication process'a plot to destabilize the 
+Canadian way o f  life, it. is certainly the case 
that a change in value or quantity reference 
pointsis bound to be tosome extent disorien- 
taring, 'It is also true that governments are not 
neutral, with respect to such reference point 
changes - something which is less obvious in the 
case of measurement systems than it is. in the 
case of currency• At tile moment, for example, 
Argentina is in the process of Changing its 
currency, dropping four zeros and going,, to. 
what is described as'the. 'new Argrntinian 
peso.' They are doing so, purportedly to sim- 
plify accounting but they will also, of  course, 
and not coincidentally, eradicate in one stroke 
of  the pen theconstant reminder • of  that coun- 
try's disastrous economic policy. 
Whether the. conversion to the metric system 
produces any benefits or not'is s0methmg that 
we will have to wait *and see. But one thing is 
,_clear that given the negative ffects which it had 
+* on all of  our etbilitie~ tO reckon,.the gains will 
have to be very sign.ificant indeed to offset the 
manifest costs. 
. • { .  
claims one theatre that showedher+ movie never paid~h~r. 
"The real~film .worldiso't Very nice," sighs Siegel, 
thinking about'the $600 she'll pt~obably never see . .  • '. 
But sctbaeks don't seem to raze, this energetic, pint-sized-+ 
woman whose life un~orm seems'to" be cordurey jeans, 
shirt, vest, gran~ny-p, Insses atld a. floppy felt hat, with-or" 
without a feather. The whole effect makes her look like Bob 
Dylan's kid sister. " ...... " 
Her philosophy: "You've got to be crazY, X guess, and j~st 
keep on'trying to make the.films:iT0u want to make." 
Currently, Lois Siegel is working on a'sequel to A 20th 
Century Chocolate Cake entitied A 21st Century Lobotomy, 
and a documentary about albinos. 
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